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Kenduskeag conquers 14
W Time brawl one from the University of canoes, comes from rocks,
Stall Wr,t6f Massachusetts at Lowell. Longfellow had said in an inter-
UMaine concrete canoe view with The Daily Marne
  The kenduskeag River con- chairperson Jeff Longfellow • Campus last week.
quered 14 of the 19 entrants in said be expects to extract .,**11-1 canoe smashes-ors-the--_
Saturday's concrete canoe race, UMaine's "'Steely Bouyant" rocks, it more or • less
the only white water race of its by next weekend. disintegrates. ":_he said. ,
• kind in the country. - • "The water should be down Longfellow's canoe hit .a -
None of the three canoes by then, so it'll be easier to get rock between Six Mile Falls and
, from the Unisersity of Maine to," he said. Bull's-eye Bridge Saturday.
entered in the race finished. The' riser has risen about two "All I remember was a big
In fact, the kenduskeag still feet since Saturday. Longfellow. Crunch, then We started racing
,• • has a strong hold on two of the. said, due to melting snow. for shore," Longfellow said.
.--:-----canoescrociefrOnsUbiaine.and..'Ibe_biggitit,threatiosonczetr• .._"First it was Op to my knees.
• - then"suddetily•I_
armpits in water."
The canoe became wedged
on a ro—ek, and Longfellow and
his partner. Alvaro Montes,
had to swim to shore.
It was the first time in any
kind of canoe for Mcintrs.
I wasn't very exerienced. so
....."0111111111atisell111111~m0111Wwaw'
A victim of the kenduskrag canoe race saturday.
Photo .tiY 'Alkaloid Di Ctixe
Soviet student envoys
learn about Maine life
W 'Ow
Stan Writer
,
Fifteen envoys from the
Soviet Union arrivedat the
University of Maine Sunday
night, beginning the first leg
of their two week' journey
,through American life and
culture.
' The envoys, 12 students
and three officials from
Rhitiktiv State -University,
located 60 miles east of Kiev
in the Ukraine, have an ex-
tensive schedule this week of
tours and discussions before
they head south through the
UMaine System and then to
Washington, D.C.
The envoys are par-
icipan s in a Cu tural ex-
change program sponsored
by the Citizen "Exchange
Council in which 15 counter-
parts from UMaine and the
University of Southern
Maine will visit thcpSoviet
Union in May.
The U-Maine System was
selected in May 1986 by the
CEC — the oldest prisate
U.S.-U.S.S.R. cultural ex-
change organization — as
before that," he said. "There
was water coming in, then we
hit a big rock, and the canoe
tilted to the side. The water
came in over the side and we
lost it."
Both Longfellow and Montrs
said they wanted to continue
the race.
"We didn't care we were
already *et, we wanted to
lose CANOE page 2)
one of five universities to
participate in this first three-
year exchange program.
'Virginia Whitaker. assis-
tant professor of journalism
and broadcasting and the
UMaine coordinator for the
program, said the Soviet en-
voys will be on campus
beginning on Sunday night
and will leave for t.JMaine at
Augusta andliSitt Friday
afternoon. - • •
While here, they will at-
tend classes, tour the univer-
sity and a local television sta-
tion, and visirvarious shops
and buildings that we as
Americans take for granted,
including a Post Office and
the Bangor courthouse.
It wIW& an overview of
"the American university
life and American life in
general," Whitaker said.
Each of the 12 Soviet
students has been paired up
with a team of four UMaine
students who will act as
'hosts throughout their stay,
she said. They will be
responsible for giving them
"the university experience"
Int ENVOYS page 2)
Survey indicates students unhappy with student life fee
I, lamb be*
staff w.
Although esery student at
the University of Maine paid a man-
datory student life fee, many do not
know where their money really went
That *was the result of an informal
survey that The Daily Marne Campus
conducted last week
Students were asked to rate, on a wale
Of zero to ten, how well they Were in-
formed how the student life fee mones
was spent. The average response of the
206 full-time students polled was 2 5
The survey also asked whether the
students supported the- fee in 1986 when
it awn -- establrfhed for the 14017t198-14
school-year, and if they support it now
On the average, students had not
changed their opinion of the fee. Three
percent of the students who had oppos-
ed the fee in ..486 said they now support
it, while 2 percent of those who initalls
supported it no longer do.
Students were also asked to rate, on
a scale of zero to ten, their use of the
the Cutler Health Center and the gym
facilities, and their attendance at spons
and TUB esents.
The average student response was less
than three in each of these categories.
When asked whether they felt the stu
dent life fee had improved their student
life in the 1887-1988 school year. 75 per-
cent said they did not.
In general, non-traditional students
were less satisfied with the fee and used
the facilities less. •
Several said that they already had
health irrsurance -or Medicaid, and
resented having to pay for the Cutler
facilitites.
A typical response came from Diane
Bowman. a graduate student in human
des eloprnent. and single parent, who said
that she would rather be using that
money for her children.
- "I sometimes don't hays food on the
table," she %IOW resent financing
the locks. "
Marcy Summers, a non-traditional
student in wildlife, said that she thought
the fee was geared toward the younger,
more traditional students.
"A university that has such a large
number of older and non-traditional
students should have a sliding scale,"
she said.
On the average, those students that
rated their attendance at sports events
— and TUB events high, also tended to be
the students using the gym and health
center facilities.
Although traditional students tended
to rate higher use of the various
facilities, many expressed a belief that
the fee was too high for what they ac-
tually received.
"I work hard for a $100," said D.
A. Sandusky, a junior in mechanical
engineering. "I'd like to decide what I
spend it on."
The survey was conducted in the
Library and the Memorial Union on
Thursday afternoon and Friday morn-
ing. The complete results are available
at The Daily Marne Campus.
The following are the results of a survey conducted
by the The Dads Maine Campus concerning the Man-.
datory Student Lift Fee.
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*Canoe
- (emaimied front page I)
finish." Longfellow said.
-We med and toed to get the canoe
out of the rocks. but we just
couldn't." Monies
Most concrete canoes weigh met WO
pounds. and the "'Bear'ly Bouyant"
was full of water. so it was extremels
heavy, he said
-We were SO cold, we could bareis
mos e. '• %Ionics said. "We had
&treads gone ses en out of nine miles, to
it was pretty frustrating to hest' to stop.
We wanted to Continue, but we coukIn't
get the canoe to float. It Just sank
Monies said in spite ,of this year's
mishap. he'd like to try the axis:Tete
canoe nee agam Mkt year. -
"11 Was: frustrating t---7-tisit it's vets
(units now looking back." he said
"it's something I will remember, and I
did enios it." •
Saturslat's low water-testi and
snowstorm combiried-tO iiiakethe riser
treacherous, I 'slog fellow
es, the weather was another
challenge." Stootes said "IA c
 
-couldn't dim irsgutsh -the-rocks from A he-.
water "
_A team from the University Of New
Hampshire finished first with a time of
one hour and fifty four minutes.
Wentworth Institute finished second.
followed by two teams from Vermont
Technical Institute in third and fourth
-placts,Tandirtramfrom-the t n str,
of Hanford came in fifth
•Envoys
by showing theic"ItMensoyeetis arofurondm. anpasiwr er"
ing questions arid housing them for most
of their stay here
On Thursday they will sta) with
American families. the said
"Voe were told to present life as most
ly as it is.. let them see life in an or
dinar) way," said Daniel Kope,.
assistant professor of computor science
and one of the community hosts.
Although he said he does not know
much about Pus guest, Kopec has a wide
range of interests, including being a
semi-professional chess plaser. that
Kopec hopes he can Share with  --
envoi.
whisker said one of the key demerits
of the Uhlrune stsit will be a "mutual
exchange dialogue" on Tuesday titled
"What is our responsibiln) to those who
are weaker than ourselves'!"
Whitaker said the discussion would
concern how both countries micas e
and deal with their homeless and han
dicapped populations.
"One of the questions Soviets Iry
quently ask of Americans is how a per
son-in a land in which so man) people
have so much reads to pecipie that don't
- have so much the homeless..." 'she
said.
_ 
_ ''(The duchision) is also-an al,trtnxlm
to broaden our perceptions *Climb we
react to those things," she said. " V. c
ttchope tporsohbkinkare thc. the way.they'dcal with .
In addition the ensoys will be plan-
ting trees "in special areas around cam-,
P"ma.-- 
on
n4mrMaine p(the trees) 
of 
te ly;wil -l nrn•Th. ei become a per -
hem and biNome
a permanent part of the campus." she
said
Correction
- In Friday's story On 1WO/4 roll
Gene Hamm was.jentified as
L'Maine's- TKI? aMidr. He, is
Huston's TKE ads isor
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Bush 'sweeps' state GOP seats
BANGOR, Maine (AP) Maine
Republicans this weekend . *Warded --
(george Bush all 22 of the state's seats
at the GOP national convention, reaf-
firming the unofficial outcome of their
local caucuses earlier this year.
None of the delegates is official!)
pledged to any candidate, but all 22 are
considered backers of the vice-president.
said 1 ynn Lawson, a leader of the Bush
campaign in Maine.
The delegates include Bush's
daughter, who lives in Cape Elizabeth;
Gov. John R. Mckernan Jr.. Maine's
first GOP governor in 20 years; and
McKernaes Mothir who lives IA
Bangor. . .
- Backers of Pat Robertson, who plac-
ed second in the caucuses, succeeded in
capturing two of the 22 alternate slots.
Bush trounced all corners in the local
caucus voting, building a majority of
roughly two-thirds earlier this year -
More than 1,000 people gathered
the Bangor Auditorium for the cons en-.
lion, where Saturday's outcome in the,
delegate elections was never seriously in
question. Most of the speechmaking
amounted to an advance celebration of
the nomination Bush is expected to Alm
—in New Orleans in August.
Mckernan, who has been Bush's most
prominent Maine booster, hailed him as
"the most qualified person CN er to seek
the presidency.-
Sen. William Cohen, R-Maine, who
previously professed neutrality in the
presidential race, said, "No one, in my
_ judgment, comes better prepared to
asssume the reins of leadership in this
country than George Bush."
Bush backers had acknowledged a
. possibility that some Robertson allies-
. might infiltrate the Maine delegation.
But the—ituib .1*Mo would not
work actively to stop the Robertson
forces, arguing that Bush already has
the nomination clinched and that the
'Party should not' discourage conser-
vatives who became politically active
through the Robertson campaign.
• "There's a spirit here not ,o cut
-everything all-out," said Linwood
._Palmer of Nobleboro, a member of
Bush's executive committee who was
ultimately elected as a national delegate.
"'e're lust going to let it go,"
McKernan said midway through the-
The MAINE SATSANG Society of ECKANKAR
will present...
A "Dream Workshop"- remembering, inter-
preting symbols. etc. To be held at UMaine in
the Honors Building (behind the Student Union
and next to the Observatory)
Tues. April 19 at 7:30 p.m.
Free and open to the public.
se a per-
! become
us." she
teg roll
,ed as
He is
APRIL 18th - 21st IS:
LESBIAN-GAY AWARENESS
WEEK
of Homosexual
in the Sutton Lounge
TUESDAY: An open discussion on
the University's Sexual Orientation
Policy, 11 a.m. in the Coe Lounge
WEDNESDAY: MAINE DAY!
THURSDAY: WILDE-STEIN 3rd ANNUAL
COFFEE HOUSE --
6:30 p.m. the Sutton Lounge
ALL WELCOME!
FRIDAY: Free Movie in the Sutton Lounge
11 a.m.
And...
WILDE-MIXER II
A DANCE FOR ALL TO ENJOY
AT 8 P.M. IN THE DAMN YANKEE
,ielegate ri"lult11- '_.11-it_werc going 1-0
be a race, we'd play ttedball,"
Mckernan said he plans to call all the
delegates to a meeting in Augusta in the
nest several weeks.
The convention was generally low-
key, with small burst of drama outside
of the delegate elections. Saturday's
storm covered the roads with seseral in-
ches of slushy snow that snarled morn-
ing traffic. 4:1)41gressional hopeful Lin-
da Bean-Jones flung shoes off the
podium to make a point; conservatives
who came to the convention hoping to
debate amendments to the party plat-
form were denied the opportunity by a
vote of other delegates.
With most business concluded and
(see GOP page 5)
A Maine Bound Invitation
Do you love the wilderness?
Do you like working with people?'
DO you have any of the following skills?
Canoeing - Backpacking - Camping
Hock Climbing - Biking
Experiential Education - Groups
If so. you could he hired to co-lead a wilderness
Trip for new students
Maine bound is now hiring enthusiastic, energetic staff
for tho-New Student Summer Program:
Aug. 25 -Sep. 2.
• Staff Training Ma, 10 - 11
• • Application Deadline is Frida. April 22
For more information
Maine Bound, Memorial Union, 581-1794
• a ••••••••••••a•a•a• a. • MI • ea 041. •al • 110•410 41.1.1••••111.•1,•a•a••••••...• .0. • •
.1!
11•1
• • •
SUBMIT TO
PEER
PRESSURE!!
-Join-The
Peer Educator  
Program
Acquire knowledge in the areas of human rela-
tions, life sktlls and development
• • • Develop your communization, program
development and presentation skills
!** Earn $U as you apply your -knowledge_arxi
skills in providing learning opportunities for your
peers
APPLICATIONS AVAIL ABLE
Applications for fall '88 positions available in the
Students Programming Office, Second Floor, Memorial
Union, 4769: or at the Residential Life Office,
Estabrooke Hall. APPLICATION DEADLINE: MONDAY,
APRIL 25, NOON!!!
Attain valuable employment for next year-NOW!
Information Session: Thursday, april 21, 6:00 p.m.
' WELLS LOUNGE, WELLS DINING COMMONS
A Residential Life Program
-
4
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Strikers
JAY. Manic (AY) 7- Striking paper-
workers at International Paper Co:
preparel‘to vote Sunday on the com-
pany's recent contract offer, the result
of top-level negotiations that marked the
latest effort to resolve the bitter
10-month dispute.
The Jay votes will be pooled with ballots
cast by workers involved in _labor
disputes at IP mills in three other states.
The final tally will be submitted to the
United Papersiorkers International
Union headquarters by Friday, said
Dennis Couture, a member of the ex-
ecutive board of UPTU's Local 14..
to vote on contract offer
Couture said voting would begin Sun-
day evening after' members are briefed
on the offer, and voting will continue
Monday.
Local 14 Vice President, Mike -Burke
said Sunday there was little cluestion
what would happen. "It's going to be
voted down," he said.
Burke said the company hopes
younger union members would "sell us
down the nver" by accepting the con-
tract. He said IP is (Wenn* one-time
cash payments of more than S1.000 for
any striker who cuts his ties to the corn-
- pany entirely. wr
"If we don't all go back. thin were
ginits to continue to figW said
CoutUre. "That was the deal, right' I
guess we're going to get tested on how
strong's- we Exilic in that."
"We weren't going to let anybody
hang," he said
The result will not be made public un-
til the votes from the Jay mill are
counted along with those cast by idled
workers in DePerc. Wis.; Lockhasen,
Pa.: and Mobile, Aka:. Union leaders
said.
that began late last month. The details
have not-7-beeit made public,. although
Local 14 president William Meserse has
said he is "not too excited about it."
More than 1,200 workers in jaywalk-
ed off the job June 16 in a dispute over
management demands for concessions
insolsing premium pay and work rules.
Since then, IP has contiued to run the
mill with what it describe as permanent
replacement workers.
A company spokesman was not
as &liable for comment Sunda). but of
floats said earlier that the company
The latest proposal came during strould not be involved in the soling
tional negotiations in 1.0utsville.
4b*
UMaine to honor Rudy Vallee this week
by Mks Ilearass
.s,4" vt • 1e, 
The University of Maine will bailor
famed alumnus Rudy Vallee with avocet
long tribute this week.
The week will include showings of
several of Vallee's films and a visit from
Vallee's widow.
The climax of the week will come on
Saturday. April 23 when Vallee's
widow, Ellen Vallee Hustedt will be
presented with an honorary degree-for
_Vallee at a ceremony in. thr Idse
Center for the Arts. •
The degree recognizes Vallee's
lifelong interest in the state and the
university.
Also appearing whit Hustedt will be
Frank Bresee of Hollywood, Calif. who
was a colleague of Vallee's and the host
of a radio show called "Golden
Oldies."
Vallee attended the l'nisersits of
Maine in 1921. He never graduated from
the university because be transferred to
Yale University.
While at the UMaine he was active
musically. He appeared in the -student
orchestra. Faculty were supportive of
Vallee and his talent and James Stacey
Steaveris, dean of the college, even
helped him to transfer so that he could
be closer to Ness York where he could
des clop hriliTtinti.-
Vallee got his big break in radio and
An education for those who can't look the other way.
If you pin satiseactIon
from reaching out and
helping others. Nixes-an
ern l'nnerun ha.. a special
piaci- for you At &Oa, NM
Bouv#('011rge of Human
Devektinnent Prokanorts
YOU can learn to—ailit
others realzor.their full
potenual
Most of our pn wane. arr
offered on a part time and
full ume hams and conthux-
c laseroons thew) with
practical, hands-on
expenence.
Call (6171 437-27001 or write
to us at 106 ['Meitner Halt
hortheastern I ruversit:,
Boston. MA (2.1117)
Manner of Billscackso
Programs
• Causseeing
• Casulitig Thacher 01
_
• enaeinthant and
Instruction
• Educational Relerart h
• Human Ileveletprneni
• Relmbelitaug
keinunistrati,
• Special Educataon
Master of Science
Programs
• Cuunseling Plychnitio
• Exercise Sciences
Athlete( Thum*
senrchantis
I lineal Exercise Physo4
• rhyme al iklucation
• Rem 'ROLM NI Sport
Pitney, Management
• Rehatid mason
• Speech l.anguner
eathotogt Audi, )1, io
PAsosiegree Certification
Programs
-Counseling
• Ell-me-man & seconder)
scho ll-arher Preparation
• SpeK sal Education
Btritf miAr
thinglisrlharlyaia
Ass spiel apportmipulinrw•
ice= umemmil.
may have been the first tiCCUMIC media
- •
▪ In 1930 Vallee first sung-"The Maine
Stem Song" °sec the radio. In 1931
enrollment jumped dramatically at the
universits
The song was a hit and sold more than
15 million copies The publisher made
a fortune, but because of a had
copyright %tihr.--tfriiversits was cut out Of
the deal, allee, though, sent his own
rosahs checks to the school, but ap-
parently stopped because he received no
thanks from UMaine.
ftdiltycid and s
cd the life that goes with Tinsel Town
He did, however, return to UMaine
seven l times, including once in the earls
eighties
‘'allee died on July 4. 1966 at the age
of 84 while watching the Fourth of July
celebration at the Statue of 1 eberty
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Three profepotionals
to give presentations
about Haiti experience
Three L. Maine employees, who
recently returned from one month at the
American University Les Cayes (AUL •
will be offering presentations about then
experiences on April IS at noon in the
North Lown Room of the Memorial
Union. •
speakers te-ton
Knight,, an Information Specialist at
Public Information and Central Services
I P ICS j
'' new president accurate!)
assessed that nation's needs when he
said that Haiti and it's people missed a
part of the 19th century and all of the
MO." he said "In my experience,
whatever small measure of help I was
able to (lie and nope to be able to gis e
to the Haitian people well be returned a
thousandfold through their friendship"
"The students at AULC were en-
thusiastic and eager to learn. It was a
pleasure to teach them'. I was able to
teach a course tin English) comparable
to what I teach at the University of
Maine," said Mary Ann Jakofsky,
associate professor of microbiology
nose,
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Mainers mop up after spring storm
Mild temperatures and glimmers of
sunshine melted an early spring 
snowndas while utility crews worked -to
restore electricity to the last of 13,000
customers kit without power after up
to II inches of heavy, wet snow snap-
ped power lines and snarled traffic.
"It's still too early for us .to stop
thinking about snow," said
meteorologist Art Lester of the National
Weather Service in Portland. "We don't
see any snow in the foreseeable future.
but you can't rule it out for the spring..
It's still not July."
Temperatures sose Sunday in some _
places into the 40s.
Utility views worked to restore mmer
to less than 100 customers, most of
whom lived isolated areas near Read-
field and Wintrop. said Central Maine
Power Co. spokesman Frank
_Chiaravalloti.
' "'It'ssuore or gm* dniny operation
*GOP
Central Maine Power Co. customers
were without power, including 7,000.iii—
LewistrItt. 2.000 in Brunswick and 2,000
in Augusta. said Chiaravalloti. A
spokeswoman' for Bangor Hydro-
Electric Co. said About 1,000 customers
were without power Saturday. but no
problems remained Sunday.
A storm this time of the year is the
worst nightmare for us because it is
always heavy and we can always count
on these types of problems," said
Chiaravalloti Saturday.
Beginning just after midnight Satur-
day. a .heavy snowfall blanketed_central
and southern Maine until late in the day
in some areas. leaving accumulations of
today." Chiaravalloti said adding that
the height of Saturday's storm. about 55
two-person crews worked to repair the
damage. "We had a lot of downed
Power lines yesterday,-4-10t of broken
trees." - •
At one point Saturday: about 12.000
many delegates who were concerned
about trasel departing. a majority of
those remaining oseriode comes atis es'
complaints and ratified a declaration of
principlec wihibuT Tnodificiaon
Alckernan. his legislative program
still pending in Augusta amid end-of-
session negotiations with the Democrats
(continued from page ii
who control the Legislature, was careful
to keep his partisan rhetoric in check.
He did commend GOP legislators for
 haring "the- tourgge- to support-1th
election-year call for an increase in the
state fuel tax and urged the conven-
tioneers to help "send more Republicans
to the state Legislature to help us ••
Fat Healthy with . . . CANTEEN
Freshly poli•hed apples, oranges
and other fruit, garden fresh crispy
salads, low fat milk, fain juices, a
variety of flavored dietetic yogurts
and exciting sandwich options are
all presented through modern vend-
ing equipment offered exclusively
4, by CANTEEN.
Prepared fresh every day in the im
maculate CANTEEN kitchens and
delivered by a Canteen representa
use, you are assured of freshness
and flavorful lunches day after
day. The added convenientx and
speed of vended foods can add hours
and satisfaction to your busy day.
For the health of the calorie-con-
scious busy person on the go, we
suggest a nutritious lunch from
CANTEEN - We think you'll like it
:'44 Perry Road
BANGOR
945-5608
I re‘hl$ Serked
SANDWICHES
ICE CREAM '
FRUIT
$011. COLD DRINKS
HOT & COLD ENTREE
DESERTS
MILK
CANDY
ASSORTED SNACKS
DOLLAR BILL CHANGERS
252 Old Lisbon Road 76 Darling Ave
• LEWISTON SO. PORTLAND
784-5161 7734141
<
II *inches in Upton. located on the Nsw_l_
-Hampsliire—bortTi-just north of Old
Speck Mountain. Southern sections of
the western Maine mountains received
about 8 inches. Lester said.
Lester said 10 inches fell in Eustis, 7
in Augusta and 4.2 in Portland. Ac.:
cumulations in northern Maine leveled
off at about 5 inches, he said.
State police described highways as
"snow-covered and slippery," and
reported more than 100 accidents, buy
no serious injuries. Maine Turnpike
authorities reduced the speed limit to 45
mph along *11 106 miles of superhighway
for about six hours, as cars skidded and
dinned in the slush.
Road crews spent the morning clear-
ing. salting and sanding highways, while
state police fielded calls from dozens of
motorists seeking help.
"We've had a couple minor fender-
benders, but nothing major," said
Cotter around 9 a.m. "Nobody believes
the roads are that slippery in the mid-
dle of April. "
"People are driving too last trying to
get somewhere in a hurry," said Jeff
Denison, state police dispatcher in
. 
Scarborough.
COMPUTER FAIR
on
MAINE DAY
The ACM is sponsoring its 7th Annual
Computer Fair in the North and South Lown
Rooms in the Memorial Union, April 20th
from 9:00 am to 4:00 pm. -
Entrance is FREE so come see what's new
in the computer world.
Monday. April 18
Noon
Coo Lounge,
Monday, April 18
700 pm
101 Neville Hall
Tuesday, April 19
Noon
N. Lover, Room
Tuesday, April 19
7:30 pm
Knox Hall Kitchen
Thursday. ADM _21
3:30 pm
100 Nutting Nall
TfrUTIClay,-Aprit 21
101 Neville Hall
7:00 pm
Friday, April 22
7:00 pm
Cumberland Hall Kitchen
Sunday, April 24
3:00 por
Mall741 Certher for the Arts
Celebration of
Chinese Culture
April 12 - 24
•
"China", • video with introduc-
tion and discussion 1;ky Chinese
students
"North South Shao Lin". a Kung
Fu film provided by the Con-
sulat• of the People's Republic
of China
"Behind the Curtains: Mainers in
Russia O. China", • look at
agriculture in the USSR and PRC
with John Greenman, Producer,
end a panel
Chinese Cooking Demonstration
by Chines* students '
"Thn FOrestry Environment Of
Chins". Dean Fred Knight. COI.
logo of Forest Resources and
Deyou Quo. Chines• MinIatry
Forestry
"Runaway" film provided by
Coordination Council for North
American Affairs, Ropub:ic Of
China (Taiwan)
Chinese Cooking Demonstration
by Chinese students
Conc•rt: Re), Ping Hsu. pianist,
Tickets •vallable at MCA Box
Off ice
Public is Welcome
For fulher intormation, please contact the International Student Office. 581-1825
International Student Programs. Center for Student Services, The Division of Studifft
Allaus, University ol Maine _
•The Daily Maine Campos. Monday. April 18, 1988
Sox crush Texas, Orioles lose again
Boston 15, Texas 2
BOSTON (API — Mike Greenwell
drove in a career-high six runs with a
homer, two singles and a grounder Sun-
day as the Boston Red Sox enjoyed a
15-2 rOut of the Texas Rangers.
ltiek.Ceedne. acquired as sifree.syst
on Thursday, had four hits for the Red
Sox. and Jim Rice and Marty Barrett
had three hits apiece in the 2)-hit attack.
Staked to a 10-0 lead in the first two
innings. Bruce Hurst breezed to sictOry
with a four-hitter. He-struck out eight
and walked three in his first complete
game of the season.
Ellis Burks and Wade Boggs had own-
hits apiece in the attack on Texas starter
Mike Jeffcoat. 0-2. and relies ers Dc-
Wayne Vaughn. Jeff Russell and Jose
Cecena.
Cleveland 4. Bahimore-1
BALTIMORE (AP) — Mel Hall and
Brook Jacoby had three hits apiece. and
John Farrell pitched the Cies clanil In-
dians to a 4-1 victory Sundas over
Baltimore, giving the Onoles their 12th
straight loss to open the season, one
short of the major league record.
The Indians, who won for the 11th
time in 13 games. are off to their best
start since 1966.
Farrell, 2-0, gave up four hits in 8 1-3
innings, and Dan Schatzedcr came on
for his second save, giving up one hit.
Oswikio Peraza, 0-2. was tagged with
the loss
Tomato 2, Minnesota 0 .
TORONTO (AP) — Mike Flanagan
and Tom Henke combined on a sesen-
hit shutout, and Kelly Gruber figured in
both Toronto runs as the. Blue Jays
snapped a fourgame losing streak with
a 2-0 victors Sunday over the Minnesota
Twins: •
Flanagan, 2-0. struck out two, walk-
ed two and did not allow a runner past
second base. He came out after allow-
-Mg a leadoff single to Tim Lainfner 4n
the eighth. and Henke earned his second
save, giving up two hits in two innings.
With one out, Henke walked Dan
Gladden and Randy Bush's pinch single
loaded the bases. Henke then struck out
Kirby Puckett and Oars -Gaetti to end
the inning. Henke wound up with four
strikeouts.
Twins right-hander Les Straker, 01, 
allOwed stfillits Th stveb innings.
Calitorsia 7, Seat& 4
SEATTLE (AP) — Chili Das is drove
in three runs with two hits, and Kirk
McCaskill scattered seven hits in seven
innings as the California Angels
.defeated the Seattle Mariners 7-4
Sunday.
mac Mac Mac 'ear 'OW Max Now mormentorsaisernic ASK allMaXIMIIMMIOnrc
Open Hearings
For Faculty, Staff, Students
with the
Advisory Committee on
University Reorganization 
Thursday, April 21
and
Friday, April 22
4:00 to 6.1)0 prn
137 Bennett Hall
S
If
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With California leading 2-1 in the
1 ourth inning. Davis hit a two-out single
off Stese Trout, driving in Butch
Wynegar and Mark McLernore
McCaskill, I-1, struck out two and
walked two before he needed relief help
in the eighth.
Frank Dimichele gas e up an eighth-
inning homer to Mickey Brantles • his se-
cond, cutting the California lead co 5-4,
and Ras Krawczyk pitched the final -1
1-3 innings for his tiro major league
save.
California world a per of trialirancr
runs in the nirution Deckle Schofield's
-1_11vo-out. _Iva run clout* off -Julio
Solano.
Trout. 1-1, gas c up five runs in four
innings on seven hits, all singles-.
)bite Sox 7, Oaks/ 6
OAKLAND, Calif (AP) — Lance
Johnson doubled home two runs, sen-
ding Chicago ahead during a five-run
fourth inning, and the White Sox beat
the Oakland Athletics 7-6 SuncMyTo
sweep their three-game series.
Rookie pitcher Jack McDowell, 1- I.
got the victory despite giving up three
runs in the first and a two-run homer by
Dase Parker in the fifth. He allowed
three hits and five runs-Over five innings
The White Sox scored what turned
out to be the winning run in the ninth
on a single by Donnie Hill and three
walks by Eric Plunk.
Oakland starter Stesc OntiseroS,
took the ion.
tAs Asides. 1
LOS ANGELES -MP) — lane Smith
pitched a four-hitter and Damaso Gar -
hit his first National League home
run as Atlanta ended a record 10-game
losing streak with a 3-1 sictory over the
Los Angeles Dodgers on Sunday.
Smith, 1-2, struck out rise and walk-
ed one. The only run off the left-hander
came in-the thud. when Rick Dempsey
walked and scored from second on Steyr
Sax's. single.
Garcia hit a two-run homer off Dern -
Sutton. 0-2. with one out in the sixth to
.put the Braves ahead. The homer scored
Riben Flag. Alto had singlesi
_Mets 3, St. Louis 2
--tifEW -YORK (APT— kr. th Mattes
two-out single in the ninth scored
Slookie Wilson from third base Sunday
and New York beat the Si. 1 outs Car-
dinals for the lets sixth consecutise.
The %lets tied the score in the eighth
on run-scoring tingles by Darryl
Strawberry and Kes in McReynolds and
then went on for a three-game sweep of
St 1 outs
ilson opened the ninth with a single
off pitcher Stese Peters' shin Peters
fielded the hall and, while third baseman
Terry Pendleton tried to present him
from throwing, bounced a throw into
the first-base stands for an error that
sent Wilson to second.
Pinch-hitter Barry 1 yons sacrificed
and pinch-hitter Tim Teufel lined out to
Pendleton Elstet. a rookie mired in a
4-34 slump, slump then singled off
relit-set Scott Terrs.
Roger McDowell. I-0,--pitched two
scoreless innings for the victor and
Peters lost his first decision
(see HAI 1 page 7)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
B.Y.O.E3
Bnng Your Own BEAR
Teddy Bear Competitions -
April 20...Maine Day
Al steam plant parising lot
same place as BBO
so teing your bear to lunch.'
judging will be at 1 :00pM
_
categories are:
BEST MEWED
BEST (XUP1
raOST LOVED One arm a haw)
tAOST LIAM,* Spout
LOOKS MOST LaCE MINER
MOM RJR THE ST Army
LARGEST
JUDGES OoDICEJOE ST ovERALL
PLEASE_ ARMS NO LATER IpArilLoSPA4 TaftEGIS TER
ARIZESefki. BE AWARDED TO WANE R AcJ4 CATEGORY'
vou2SStitt Giiitgtb o NE* MAR*
1,, a... •'i •
* * * * * * * * * * * * **** * * * * * *
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*Ball 
Montreal S. Millodolphin
MONTREAL (AP) — Andres Galar
raga drove in three runs with a homer
and a single as the Montreal Expos
defeated Philadelphia 5-2 Sunday. sen-
ding the Philltes to their seventh straight
defeat.
Pascual Perez. 2-1, pitched seven in-
ntngs, allowing four hits *Mc striking
out eight to help the Expos sweep the
three-game series .Andy McCiaffig,an
worked the final two innings to get his
first save, allow-ins no hits. •
With thescore tied 2-2, Herm Winn -
Ingham led off the Montreal fifth with
a singk against rehesCt Bill Dawley,
and two outs later. t ialarraga hit tits se-
c.ond home run of the season.
Dawley came in when starter David
Palmer, who homeresi in the top of the
fifth; kit the game with a muscle spasm
in his right arm prior to the *tart of the
 --Expoe_hall of (he inning._
^
RESERVE OFFICERS'
---ttoosion S. chithinati 3
HOUSTON (AP) — Nolan Ryan
struck out nine and broke a tie with a
two-run single iss the Houston Astros
beat the Cincinnati Reds 5-3 on 'llisday.
Ryan. 2-0. pitched eight innings,
allowing seven hits. Dave Smith got the
final three outs for his second case.
With the score tied 2-2 in the second,
Mark Bade singled and Chuck Jackson
doubled. Ryan then singled off short-
stop Batty Lalkin's_glose_to score
runners. Ryan scored the third run .of
the inning on Dann. Jackson's second
balk.
The Reds made it 5-3 in th)r third on
doubles by Larkin and Jeff Treadway.
While Treadway was-at bat, Jackson.
2 1:was ejected from the bench for pro-
testing the balk calls-.
TRAINING CORPS
TONIGHT'S
HOMEWORK IS TAKING
THAT HILL
P.X1 te lug exc.ibernent and 44.1ru:
tute youll find "'her vr.; etuoil in Army
ROTC Its not v • olleoe eiecnyt
Call Moor Porter
at 581 1126
for information
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
Pittsburgh 12. Cabs 7 '
CHICAGO (AP,) — Andy Van Slyke
hit two homers and R.J. Reynolds had
four hits to lead an I8-hit attack as the
Pittsburgh Pirates pounded the Chicago
Cubs 12-7 Sunday
Van Slyke and Bobby Bonilla drove
in three runs each — as did Reynolds,
who had a past of doubles and two
singks.-
Vicente Palacios started for the
Pirates but left in the fourth when he
stopped a smash by Jim Sundbers with
his bare right: band. -Jeff Robinson. 1-44- --
relieved and aht the victory. Jim Gott
pitched the final 2 2-3 innings.
Calvin Schmid-di fell to..0-2..
--winnow* from page 61
San trendies) 9, Soo Diego 4
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Rookie catcher
Mark Parent's throwing error allowed
Candy Maldonado to score the tie-
breaking run in the eighth inning and the
San Francisco Giants went on to defeat
the San Diego Padres 9-4 on Sunday.
Jeffrey Leonard singled to tie the
,score and send Maldonado to second.
The Giants then attempted a double
steal and Parent's throw got by third
baseman Chris Brawn. allowing
Maldonado to_score rise so ahead  ran.
The Giants added four, runs in the
ninth on a solo homer by 'Bob Melvin
and a three-run homer. by S'Antdonado.
Penobscot Terrace
Apartments
Now available 3 bedroom
apts. with 2 kitchens plus
study. $620 per mo.
Includes hear and
water.
V2 mile from UMaine 866-2429
4./..ir„/"..ip,o07.i./..e..„,•.0"..././../Aitendroeiew,„/"..o.,,eirDe"-..iroonagoindow,,eige"—atzeitroo'dagoeir,/,‘•/"./o/doroeig./.00/411/41/4.,,,enat.
Off Campus Board Presents
off campus student
Maine Day
A day of community service in Orono and Old Town
Wednesday, April 20, from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Show your support for Maine Day and the off campus com-
munity by volunteering your time on the Maine Day in
Orono and Old Town to perform various service projects.
Where do we meet?
In Old Town: Eiinnette Park by the river
In Orono: the minicipal lot behind Pat's
What do we do after?
FREE BBQ following the morning's eventg-fat
12:30 pm in Webster Park in Orono for participants
Bring Your Rakes And Shovels!
Community members are encouraged to join us in the
festivities
The Daily Maine ( anipus. NIonday, April Is. I988
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. IfNoti'vc rcs_entd of 1% ill feCel‘r.% our bachelor's degree ,
from a illege, or graduate degree from an accredited -
institution between ( ktiiher 1, 1987 and Januar 31.1489. You
can qualify for it Graitiate 1ssistnce Program.
We can gi‘e sou pre-approYed credit through Ford Credit -
and 'WO cash back that can be used as a do y% n pay merit on your
no% Ford. Unl if you buy one of the neyy Ford Cdf'S of truck's
listed helm; and °MY if You take deliveryh fkcember 31, 19t01. -
Ask sour dealer about other retail incentives yyhich INV he
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140-321-1536.0r see votir \eYY England Ford Ikaler today.
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The University of Mainc and
Kharkov State University have
many things in common in-
cluding goals of improving
teaching methods and main-
taining their students' interests,
said Soviet. envoy Anatoly
Karkach at- a press conference
yesterday.
Karkach, the vice rector for
Foreign Relations at Kharkos
said through a translator "we
expect from this visit to learn
more positive, more construc-
tive" ways to Improve our
university.
"In our conversation with
the president of the University
of Maine System (Chancellor
Robert Woodbury) both
Student
IN limb Snub
Stan Virivv
tudents
universities are trying to im-
prove teaching methods and
improve the knowledge of their
students," he said.
Karkach is one of fifteen en-
voys visiting the UMaine cam-
pus this week iri\ U.S.-
U.S.S.R. cultural exchange
program established two years
ago by the Citizens Exchange
Council. the oldest organiza-
tion of its kind in the ‘ountry.
The university has thus far
made a good impression on the
visiting Soviets.
"I like Maine I like the
scenery, it's more warm and
more human," said Konstan-
tine Pinchuk. a Kharkov stu-
dent studying English.
Before visiting Maine, Pin-
chuk said he. visited New York
City with the other envoys.
"I ant from a big city: New '
arrive
York City was not a great
change for/ me. " he said.
"I prefer to live here," he
said.
Through this exchange pro-
gram, the Soviet students are
learning about the American in-
terests and language in what
Virginia Whitaker, assistant
professor of journalism and
broadcasting and the UMaine
coordinator for the program
described the program as
'citizen to citizen
di lomacy."
Ttic purpose is to "tell the
people\ of the Soviet Union
what America is like, outside
the possibility of what they get
in films," she said.
Anatoly Litsinenko said he
has already learning about
America.
(see SO% DT page 10)
life fee: a sordid
Editor's note This LS the second in a
canes of four articles on the mandatory
student We fft
The student life fee; we haven't heard
much about it lately.
But behind bureaucratic doors, the
wheels are turning, churning out the
figures for the 1987-1988 allocations,
and planning for fiscal year 1989.
Although the fee has become a fact
of life for the 8,000 full-time students
at the University of Maine, many do not
know the controversy that surrounded
its establishment a little more than a year
ago.
Many students feel that the effects of
implementing such a fee were never fully
explored, that the fee was established
simply to fund President Dale Lick's
build up of UMaine's athletic programs.
In fact, Lick told the ad hoc commit-
tee formed last year.. to look into
establishing the student life fee that he
wanted it implemented so his increas
IOW
athletic programs would not be funded
by state money.
The fee was approved by the board of
trustees in March of 1987 and UMaine
students of the 1987-1988 school year
are the first to experience the fee.
In the fall of 1986, after Lick had
been in office barely three months, ad-
visory committees were established to
review the idea of a student life fee.
Those initial committees each
represented three student life areas:
health services, the Memorial Union,
and athletics.
According to the president's March
12, 1986 proposal to the HOT, those ad-
visory committees, consisting mostly of,
faculty and administrators, "considered
and unanimously recommended that
mandatory fees be established."
After these unanimous recommend-
ations, at the request of the student
government, an ad hoc committee was
set up to review the various "facets" of
a student life fee.
The-committee, composed of 17 stu-
dent representatives, four faculty
members, arid 'six administrators, met
Navy retaliates
forrn Iranian
attacks in gulf
WASHINOTOWTAPY-T—
President Reagan said Monday
he ordered military strik
against Iranian targets hecau
of "irresponsible behavior'
toward U.S. ships , and served
notice that fehran "pay a
price" for suClt aggression in
the Persian Gulf.•
Defending attacks on Iranian
military platforms in the
southern gulf, Reagan said:
"We aim to deter further Ira-
nian aggression, not provoke
it. " He renewed the U.S. call
for Iran to accept a United Na-
tions resolution demanding a
cease-fire in the iran-Iraq war.
Reagan usrd. itn_appear ancs .
before a business audience to
comment on U.S. reprisals for
the mining of the frigate USS
Samuel B. Roberts. His use of
force won bipartisan support
on Capitol Hill.
"I have something in the
nature of a bulletin for you,"
he told representatives of the
Associated General Contractors
organization in the Old Ex-
ecutive Office Building
auditorium.
"Earlier today, our Navy
made a measured response to
Iran's latest use of military
force against U.S. ships in in-
ternational waters as well as its
continued military and terrorist
attacks against a number of
nonbelligerents," Reagan said.
"They must know that we
will protect our ships, and. if
they threaten us, they'll pay a
price," Reagan said. The presi-
dent told his audience that "a
past
nine times between January and March.
The committee heard and approved
the proposals of "the so-called big
three" areas of student life.
Despite those preliminary approvals.
at the deadline set for the submission of
a recommendation to President Lick,
the committee declined
recommendation.
Mike Scoit, off-campus student
senator and member of this committee,
said the committee spent "literally three
months hammering at the proposal
None of the students on that commit-
tee would have said no (to the fee) if it
had been shown that the money was
needed."
In a letter sent to Lick, Dwight
Rideout, Dean of Student Services and
ad hoc committee member, he wrote
"the (ommittee, by an 8-5 vote, does
not endorse the mandate of a student
life fee...
"I should note that both support and
opposition for a mandatory fee came
from students, faculty, and staff."
(see FEE page 2)
m e normal-refationship with
I is desirable and we're
epared for it."
But Reagan said that "such
I relationship is not possible so
long as Iran attacks neutral
ships, threatens its neighbors,
supports terrorism and refuses
to end the bloody war with
Iraq:"
Besides ciestroying the off=7.-
shore Iranian oil platforms us-
ed for military purposes, the
U.S. Navy either sank or
damaged four small Iranian -
gunboats and bombed two Ira-
ruan navy frigates that had fired
missiles at U.S.  planes. Iran at-
tacked oil fa -attics offatarjah
and .fired on it least two q.s.
vessels.
No American injuries or
fatalities were reported, but
Defense Secretary Frank C
Carlucci said a Cobra attack
helicopter with two crew
membersaboard was late in
returning t a Navy cruiser and
that a search had been mounted
for the aircraft.
The National Association of
Arab Americans said in
Washington that it regretted the
rising violence in the gulf, but
thet the U.S. military response
was "appropriate in light of our
vital security interests and
Iran's continued belligerence."
"The stakes are very high,
and the U.S. cannot permit
Iran to impede the free flow of
oil in the gulf," association
president George Moses-said in
a statement.
Senators: keep
filling the steins
AUGUSTA, Mc. (AP) — The
Maine I egislat ure. busy with some of
the year's most important bills as the
end of session drew closer, Monday.
pumped into the debate over whether
the Maine Stein Song should be
reworded.
University of Maine Professor
Cietirge Markowsky has suggested
deleting the official school song's
references to drinking and toasts and
changing a couple of lines he con-
siders sexist. A committee is to be
formed to see if a word change is in
order
That has rankled some lawmakers,
including Sen. Michael D. Pearson,
D-Old Town, whose resolution urg-
ing the university to !rave the words
of the official school song alone
cleared the Senate on Monday, two
days before the scheduled 1988 ses-
sion's adjournment7
•••• • "
_
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Spectal panel creates compromise gas tax•
AUGUSTA; MAine (AP) — A
special House-Senate panel Mondal
crafted a compromise fuel-tax plan that
would hold the increase to as little as 2
cents .a gallon for most motorists while
forcing truckers and other users of diesel.
fuel to pay the full nickle-a-gallon in-
crease proposed bs' the governor.
The plan, unanimousl). endorsed by
the six members of the. conference com-
mittee, also calls for continuing a S2 sur-
schirge on vehicle registrations that as
scheduled ro be phased out at the end
of this year. and holds open the
possibility of an across-the-board.
penny-a-gallon increase in the fuel tax
next year. But it would avoid the more
far-reaching tax hike proposed by Gos.
John R. McKernan Jr. by drawing
milliOtit Of dollar/ frorn e*isting
sityystosts
"I think it has all the makings of a
good, strong, solid (highway and bridge
improvement) provam,'7 said state
Transoprtation Commissioners Dana F.
Connors. adding that the republican
governor supports the compromise.
Maernan's original plan for finable-
ing the 20-year program and making up
for lost fiscal funds called for raising an
additional S35 million a year by raising
the tax across the board, from 14 cents
a gallon to 19 cents. on May I
The proposal had won support in the
Senate, but was rejected in the House
amid complaints that the administration
had not justified the increase and that
taxes should not be increased when
surplus funds are available.
-Members of t he conference commit-
tee noted that the hybrid proposal en-
dorsed Monday combines elements of
both strategies.' while introducing a state
talc differential for diesel fuel similar ID
that used for the federal fuel tax.
"These are the people. who do the
damage" to highways, said Rep.. John
A. Cashman. referring to truckers. The
Old Town Democrat, a conference corn•
matte member. said "at least 12" other
stasis have similar differentials.
Conference committee members were
making no predictions on how the
package would fare on the floor. it
would require a two-thirds taaiotitY voic
tv‘qt lys..4— tc: Tract- .;lic
governor. •
It 's anybody's guess,"- said Rep.
John Lisnik. author of a key house
amendment that proposed eliminating
the tax hike altogether and drawing
money temporarily from the "rs.o.”. day
fund "The Presque Isle Democrat said
the compromise plan "makes It_ more
palatable than the 5 cents" McKernan
proposed.
Although floor debate was not ex-
pected to begin before Tuesday one day
before schedule adjournment, the pro-
posal immediatels encountered
resistance from some House Deinocrats. the registration surcharge, outtalk bijI.
Rep. Joseph Mayo-objectoi to a pro- ed as a temporary step to help finance
vision that would commit general tax a redesign of Maine license plates.
revenues for construction of a new "I'm absolut les amazed by this,'" the
building for. the Division of Motor Thomaston Democrat complained at a
Vehicles as well as the continuation OT—Housc nemoeratic caucUi.
TKE brothers roll keg
100 miles in snowstorm
W Tam 11~
Stan writer_
Eighty Tau Kappa Epsilon traternits
brothers from the Universits of Maine
and Hussein College brased Mother'
Nature's mid-April snowstorm Friday to
raise money for the Maine Special
Olympics.
' The TKE brothers rolled kegs for
more than 100 miles in 16 hours in the
Miller Genuine Draft TKE Keg Roll
from Augusta to Husson College in
Bangor. -
"It Maned. snowing when we got to
Newport and then it snowed all the was
to Bangor." said TKE brother td
Gagne.
The brothers didn't let the snow stop
them.
"We rolled right through." said
TKE vice president Chip Stiles -One
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problem they had was that the
would build up on the keg and make •
roll lop-sided."
Another Problem, he said. was thc
breakdown of one of the sans supplied
corpOrat_e sponsor Miller 'Genuine
Draft to shuttle the participants between
checkpoints
The checkpoints were in Winslow
Skcisshegan•and Newport Stiles said.
and the brothers ran in shifts
"Escobody was running faster than
*e though! they would," he said ''At
one potnt, they were running seven-.
minute malek.i1tlikait • wetly good. — -
sou're rolling a keg."
The storm didn't stop the brothers
.ompletely. but it did manage to set
them back
"We acre running was ahead of
schedule at the start. but the snow slow
ed us down," Gagne mod,
Stiles praised the efforts of everyone
inColsed in the keg roll
-It was a good effort on es CT )011C. k
pan." he said "We had almost .1(X)
percent participation bs the memtsc!•
both houses
The onls thing left for the brothe•
do is to collect the pledges
"If %recollect all that's been pledged.
site should have 0•CI 54,000 from both
schools together.- Stiles said
If anyone has pledged mows to a
I Ki brother for the keg roll, he or she
should get the money to the brother as
...win as possible. Stiles said
•Fee
  .4c•••••ed tree pew 11
This letter summon the-heel/1,f an-m-
Iormal poll, taken of 1.51X1 students by
the student gas aliment Of the students
polled in March of 1981, 85 percent op
posed the establishrrsent of a mandatory
student life fee and supported optional
fees
Despite the opposition of the student
txxis and the ad hoc :011111111tee. Presi
dent lick recommended to the trustees
in a larch 12 letter a 5100 per semester
mandatory student life fee.
The wording of. the president's pro
posal concerning the student's and the
ad hot committee's opposition to the
establishment of the fee, which many
-student and faculty members found oh-
Oki sonable. is as follows:
"Student members of the committee
conducted an informal poll of student
the results of *Inch are attach
ed as Appendix ,B. After the poll, the
'committee met but failed to make afor-
mal reeornmendation. "
The HOT, despite student opposition
at its March 26 meeting, approsed the
establishment of a student life fee by a
9-3 vote. '
And in tuition bills for the fall 1911"
semester, a 1100 mandatory fee was in
cluded for all full-time students
Thursday — a breakdown of rhr
1987-1988 student life fee
appropnattons
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Concerned scientists speak
at UMaine about SDI plan
Staff Wirtair
Disturbed by the multibillion dollar
cost of developing the Reagan ad-
ministration's Strategic Defense In-
itiative, representatives of the Union of
Concerned Seientists spoke at the
University of Maine last Friday in an at-
tempt to expose the SDI program, Which
they claimed was worthless.
'People in this country are willing to
pay a kit of money for a plan that would
protect the entire U.S., this plan
won't. •• said (-harks Monfort. a t ICS
representative .who is now lobbying
against SDI and the MX Missile.
Monfort offered a brief history of the
_SDI' program, and criticued it for draw-
' lag heavily on the nation's resources.
Funding for the program began in
1982 after udcground testing of new
defense capabilities were taken as
evidence of that project's effectiveness.
he said. The tests monitored x-rays °th-
inned from nuclear blasts that ;would be
directed at enemy missiles in flight.
In 1986. the U.S. General Accounting
4 Office found that the testing equipment
had performed erroneously, but the pro-
ject, the Excallibre Multi Positional X.-`•
Ray Laser, is still being funded with tax-
payer money, he said.
Other systems M the lc-scalar phase
would cost as much as SISO million if
deployed in the near future.
"It's widely. understood In- --
Washington that (these are) not going
to work." he Said, but added, "it's
the president's last year and no one
wants to embarrass him."
Speaking before several dozen people
in Little Hall. Monfort brought- out a .
March 17 article from the Washington
'Post attributing official sources saying
an SDI deployment would provide only
"spot" protection from a Soviet nuclear
attack. Other scientists are expressing
concerns about the proaam's expense
and worthiness, he said.
Official cost estimates for SDI
originally ran in the low billions but
have soared into the $754150 billion
range. Monfort said.
"Over SO percent of the top physicists
in the top 20 universities have pledged
not t a accept any SDI .money," he
said.
Monfort added that any SDI
deployments would be extremely
vulnerable to attack. He used as an ex-
ample the utilization of high velocity
counter orbits to take out space based
systems. "You could (kill SDI) with
-pebbles, sand and rocks," he said.
Recent breakthroughs irr- arms -
negotiations with the Soviets are MOM
results of Soviet efforts than American. -
he added.
"We have a new kind of Soviet
leader, the lint one we can deal
with," he said, referring to Soviet
Piry ItAder Mil_.Gorbachev.
. "I think the Soviet Union is in
desperate need to gather all the resources
they can to bolster their economy."
•he said.
"The next president will be forced by
budgetary concerns to choose between
Star Wars and arms control."
.
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Bnng Your Own BEAR
Teddy Bear Competition'
April 20.. Maine Day
At steam plant parking 10t
same place as BBO •
SO bring your bea, !o
judging will be at 1:00pm
CategoneS are
BEST DRESSED
BEST COUPLE
MOST LOVED Nast amt ca haw()
- MOST WANE SPIRIT I'
wooqmosT LACE (AVNER
FROM FURTHEST AWAY
• LARGEST
JUDGES CHOCERIEST ( RAU.
PLEASE ARRA NO LATER THAN L  _IMMIQBESatagji
PRIZES Wia BE AWARDED TO YOWLER PS E ACM CA TUGORy,
PRIZES INCLUDE YOU DUE SSED IT A NE w BEAn
11; *
************************
pbob) by Doug Vandsrirside
Partiers damn to the Dani Tribesmen at Beta's annual Pig Roast Saturday.
The Committee for Student Publications
Is now accepting applications for ttie following position/A-  
'Editor, Daily Mains Campus
•BusIness Manager, Daily Maine Campus
• Editor, Prism
• Editor, Maine Review
Apoication forms are available from the Dept of Journalism & Broadcasting
-:=7 — -' - - WI-Pict-Halt .-Aaplicalierh- deadfiliii---- •
April 15th.
A Maine Bound
,
Invitation
Do you love the wilderness?
Do you like working with people?
Do you. have aii,y of the following skills?
Canoeing- Backpacking - Camping
Rock Climbing - Biking
3cperiential Education - Groups
If so', you could be hired to co-lead a wilderness
trip for new students \
Maine bound is now hiring enthusiastic, energetic staff
for the New Student Summer Program:
Aug. 25 - Sep. 2.
• * Staff Training May 10 - 1 1
' ' Application Deadline it. Friths,. April 22
For more information
Maine Bound, Memorial Union, 581-1794
4 The l)utit Winne Campus. Tuesday, April 19.19S$
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Sex and 'drugs: when it's OK to ask
Q. How do yes ask people shoat
their sex or drita-thoe Motors without
offending' •
—1L1ryou have a good reason to
ask, then it is Up to the other person
to take your question in reasonable
snit*. Who has a right to ask? I think
a prospective employer has a right to
ask about drug use. A doctor or
psychotherapist or social worker has
the right to ask about either. The per-
son getting asked can't expect help
from these people without supplying
pertinent information. But you are
thinking about something you are
considenng having sex with. Either in
the near future or after quite a while.
such as a long engagement.
In the present era, no responsible
person hat the right to be offended
if a prospective sex partner asks either
of your questions. Either a drug-user
or a promiscuous person or even a
person who has had only a few sex-
ual experiences but had those
carelessly. is a threat to the health of
prospective knees. If both of you are
considering -thea Other as lovers or
future mates, question about set
history or dreg we are absolutely in
order. If anybody gets offended, that
is had sign.
I fed sure that your problem is that .
you don't want to scare away an at-
tractive or interesting person. Or you
are dying to know the answers to
these questions (natural enough) but
don't want to make somebody mad
by being nosy. If you don't have
some real prospect of sharing pan of
life with this other person, if this
other person has never gis en signs of
being interested, then you have no
right to ask these questions. You can
go ahead and ask, and you can ex-
pect to be told to mind your own
business.
But if you have been asked out
several time, if a pattern of doing
things together hes developed, if you
haveVeen sweet-talked or invited to
hug sod kiss or go to bed, then before
accepting the invitation you have to
have a talk. Sometimes, nowadays
people do say "You don't trust me.
You think I am a lowlife. You have
offended me." My good friend, let
that person be offended and let him
-go oar his way.
._ldays„ to be asked certain per-
Mad history questions can be taken
as flattering because it shows the
other person is interested. And it,can
be taken as a sign that the question-
asker is sensible and Well-informed
about sex in the present era, and that
often adds a lot to this person's
attractiveness.
eeetinse mks a
guy If be doesn't gtvt her aa argana?
A. Why not? I see security guards
das after day and the) don't. But I
know you don't really mean rust see
the guy — you mean have sexual in-
timacy with him And m) answer is
yes — if you are interested in him, at-
tracted to him, admire turn. lose him
Because a man who does not give you
an orgasm now will do so in the
future if you take the trouble to teach
him bow.
For a number of years—now,
women have been ,told that the)
should take .chatge of their own
orgasms and not expect men to supp-
ly them. That may be a little strong,
and it may not give the man enough
importance in the transaction, but
even a hero can't suppls orgasms to.
a woman who is resisting them._ _
When a woman does not have-in--
orgasm, it is usually because she does
not know how or won't let herself
have one.
The way to find an orgasm is not
to try one man after another hut to
find a man you really want and learn
how to have sex with that particular
man Perhaps you should give up on
a man at some point if he absolutely
refuses to consider your sexual needs.
and won't talk or listen to you on the
subject
Q. 9111) is it that morn reach their
peaks at IS and women is their 30+7
A. I suppose you mean (NI! pcak •
in sexual desire and performan,:
You have heard something handed
down form the Kinsey. Reports,
which were vets surprising in their'
das and are now ticing turned, in idle _
conversation, into all kinds of
misleading pseudo-fact:
When the Kinsey findings first
,amc out, a lot of guys who prided
t herriselves on being mature and able
lo', emakers were really sore. The last
thing they wanted to hear was that
mere boys were better losers than
"real men " But that was not what
the information meant. It seems to be
statistically true that most guys in
their late teens are haying, or arc
capable of having, more orgasms,
_ more_eiaculations. than later on in
life. That is the isolated fact that you
are talking about. —
Howesrr, few maks of 17 or l8 arc
as understanding or skilled in. mak.
ing lose as a good lover who is
somewhat older In human sexuali
ty. it is not the frequency of erections
or of ejaculations that a good male
lover. le:measured 
-1s7., but his
desirability plus his wanting to please
and knowing how to do it And most
good male lovers are really best with
female partners they hase been with
for a while I am not saying that there
are no accomplished lovers of IS.
knd if you lose an IS-year-old male,
then he is the male for you, and he
will get better as a lover with time,
no matter how gxxvitte may be now
If a woman is sexual!) more active
or a better loser at 15 than at 20, it
ma) be that she is going through
fewer growing-up problems and can
lose herself to cach thing in her life
more effectisersk.__,--_...a:r-z--....,......--.,:z--...2-r...- 
kLook out folks, here we go again!!
(you can blame that radical OCB gang)
BUM
 STOCK X
 I
That crazy time of year is upon us once again, this
coming Saturday, April 23, from 12pm to 9:30pm
in the CABIN FIELDS
(rain date Sunday the 24th, same game plan as Saturday)
BANDS, FOOD,  FUN AND GAMES
 BUT NO ALCOHOL
Certain General Rewinders
Anni Clark Some Assembly Required
BLUE FLAMES I- Tones
Kinsmen Ridgerunners
FREE TO ALL FREE TO ALL
HAVE A GRATEFUL DAY!! 
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r Catholic schools not dispensing condoms
(CPS) — Thanks to a divisioo within
the Catholic Church, students at most
Catholic campuses in the U.S. can learn
about the "harsh realities of AIDS (ac-
quired immune deficiency syndrome).
but can't buy condoms on campus.
In fact, the American branch of the
church officially said only last month
that Catholic students can even learn
about condoms.
While traditional Catholic doctrine
calls the use of any contraceptive devicei
sinful, the U.S. branch of the church in
December approved telling parishoners
about prophylactics as pan of a larger
effort to control the spread of AIDS.
"Condoms are not available (on cam-
pus), and are not likely to be unless the
Church changes its stance," said Dr,
Harold Dobbs, who heads the health
service at Marquette 1.'niversity in
Milwaukee.
But alost catholic 'cam us health of-
ficials have embraced the December
statement by the Nat ionaCimfeierce of
Catholic Bishops, whii disagreed with
official Vatican dogma and said con-
gregants should know condoms may
help them avoid the disease
AIDS, of course, can be spread by us-
ing-contaminated blood products or in-
travenous needles, or through sexual in-
tercourse with an AIDS carrier-.
Telling Cattudie students that using
condoms could help them' avoid AIDS,
however, presented educators with the
prospect of contradicting Vatican
Most, however, have chosen to accept
that policy while proceeding with AIDS
programs anyway.
For example at Marquette, "safe sex
is not extramarital sex. That is the posi-
tion of the school and the church,"
Dobbs asserted..
-•
But with the Bishops Conference's
blessing, Dobbs and heth officials at'
many other Catholic campuses are stret-
ching dogma far enough to include men-
tions of condoms in AIDS brochures it
gives to students.
"AIDS is the polio of the 1980s,'
Dr. James Monarity of Notre Dame
University said in explaining why Notre
Dame now gives students brochures that
talk about condoms. "It has kids scared
to go out, scared to develop relation-
ships. And more people will die from
AIDS next year than died in the Viet-
nam war."
Catholic campuses as diverse as St.
Mary's College of California, the
University of San Francisco (USF) .and
Georgetown University are doing the
%Wile thing.
They're handing out AIDS prevention
brochures either by the American Col-
lege Health Association or, as at USF,
through the 'campus ministry office.
Many of the campuses have sponsored
conferences or discussions that include
mentions of condoms.
. Vet, unlike scores of other col-
leges.the Catholic campuses are not
dispensing condoms.
"Condoms are not pan of the ap-
proach we've chosen to take." ex-
plained USF spokesperson Mike Brown_
Is can make for tricky rhetoric. At
Notre Dame, Dr. Mortarity and his col-
leagues "discuss AIDS in the context of
sexually transmitted diseases. We don't
educate for promiscuity or encourage
pregnancy, but we deal with the facts.
w it h the harsh reality."
Similarly. Georgetown provides infor-
mation, including a condommentioning
U.S. Surgeon.. General's report on
AIDS, without "encouraging or ad-
vocating" sexual activity.
The MAINE SATSANG Society of ECKANKAR
will present...
A "Dream Workshop"- remembering, inter-
preting symbols, etc. To be held at UMaine in
the Konors Building (behind the Student Union
and next to the Observatory)
Tues. April 19 at 7:30 p.m:
Free and open to the public.
*************************
*
SENIORS
* Did you take the Senior Challenge?* *
-*
* WELL...THERE'S A PARrt
* PLANNED FOR YOU! *
* *
* Friday April 29th *
if *,4 - 6 p.m.
* ' *
* Wells Lounge *
*'FREE BEER • FREE PIZZA • FREE SODA • FREE PRIZES ex.
* * If you haven't taken the challenge, it's not *
• too late!! You can sign up at the door  and'
eligible for all of the prizes and food! *
*********************,***
Georgetown student health service
Director William Dodson, like phys
clans at other Catholic schools, noted
that while-the AIDS programs might
provoke discussions, there has been no
raging theological debate about them.
Many had programs that mentioned
condoms well before the December
Bishop's statement, which has caused a
whirlwind of controversy in many
Catholic circles.
"keeping people ignorant will not en-
courage appropriate behavior." said
Father James _Sebtxneider of the
Diocese of Oakland's AIDS task for.
which reviews materials distributed to
students at Si. Mary's, among other
colleges.
'We don't encourage the use of con-
doms, but we include mention of them
as a preventive measure. If people
choose to be sexually active or to be i.v•
drug users, this information will keep
_ them alive.
Georgetown's Dodsor saw no conflict
between Vatican dogma and what
Georgetown ie doing. "catholic _doc-
trine and good public heahh go hand in
hand."
Georgtown's AIDS education pro-
gram does not use the term "safe
sex," Dodson said, "but we- point out
the truth of the Surgeon General's
report: the only way to be absolutely
safe is abstinence, but there are safer
ways than others. Then we discuss the
-other alternatives."
Dodson added, "We are medical per-
sonnel first. Our job is to give informa-
tion to students or patients so they Can
make informed decisions. "..
But Dodson contended good AIDS
education had to include issues larger
than physiology.
"Talking about 'plumbing' is not
enough. We want to talk about the
"responsibility of one person to another,
and about non-exploitative relation-
ships," Dodson said.
Notre Dame. -hilloriarity added, aim-
ed "to protect the innocent and to create
panic. "
U. is written by students for students, and will feature =ant articles,
photographs and cartoons selected from university apers from
across the country
THE MAINE CAMPUS
is a charter member of the American Collegiate Network which
has made the introduction of the exciting new publication
possible
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October break
by Sonia OWN
Stan svr,tei 
The four-day break that traditional-
ly falls in October for University of
Maine students was shot down Monday
afternoon when the University of Maine
Council of Colleges voted on a calendar
for the 1990-91 academic year.
The 1990 fall semester, which begins
Sept. 4, will instead include a three-day
weekend in recognition of Columbus
Day, and a six-day recess for
.Thanksgiving.
The reos.-curing problem, the council
said, with having an October break is
that students tend to take the entire
week off, as opposed to the four-day
weekend established 'by a calendar
committee.
The spring semester March break will
continue to follow a two-week schedule
beginning March I. 1991. as recom•
The Oath Maine Campus, Tuesday, April 19, 1910
eliminated for fall semester
mended b the calendarNisenittee to
the coupe.. I.
The March recess was originally
establishedin part by a concern to con-
serve energy.
The heat levels in the residence halls
are lowered considerably during the
break, enabling a reduction in electrici-
ty and oil, while the utility pipes are less
likely to freeze during warmer March
months, said Thomas Aceto, vice presi-
dent for Administration.
However, faculty representatives for
the council are concerned that the recess
falls counter to public schools vacation,
therefore disrupting the family lives of
the university community.
Robert Steele. assistant professor of
broiaaisting and faculty representative
for the council, recommended a resolu-
tion of investigation be sent to "'Mame
President Dale Lick before he decides to
accept the calendar
What Dukakis must do
bY 1111111na MY,
:op,, • iv' • 488 Roffing Stone
Sooner or later, "a prominent
Democrat in the House of Represen-
tatives confided to me recently, "we're
all going to have to fall in love with
Michael Dukakis, and God, it's going
to be hard. I just wish we could see a
little more soul in the num."
The Duke isn't exactly Zorba, is he?
The adjectives that have attached
themselves to the governor of
Massachusetts sound more Teutonic
than Mediterranean — technocratic.
thorough, mechanical, dull.
Analysis
But Dukakis is WM' than he looks
And if history is any guide, he should
continue to look better as the race un-
folds.
In the spring of 190. John I' Ken-
nedy was widely dismissed as a spindly
upstart, too aloof and cold to lead the
party of the working class.
Many politicos believed that Kennedy
would be eaten alive by his Republican
opponent, who. like George Bush, was
an incumbent vice .president and was
said to look "more presidential." In
The calendar must be by Lick
and the board of trusteesPirre ore it can
become effective. said Barbara Barton.
Chair Otibe—cOuncit
Steele said that Lick must be inform-
ed about the concern many non-
traditional, faculty and other members
of the university have regarding the in-
appropriate dates of March recess
He recommended that Lick launch an
investigation to poll non-traditional stu-
dent's responses of-the March break and
whether they prefer a recess that aligns
with pubic school vacations.
The council rejected Steele's resolu-
tion, however a motion was accepted
suggesting the calendar committee look
into reenacting the October break for
the 1991,92 academic year and setting
the beginning of March man ahead.
In other issues, Ace() responded to
the faculty's concern of the possible role
the administration takes in the rampage
• •
regardless of the bomb threat.
• One representative recommended that
die entire faculty staff be notified to an-
nounce that students can not be required
to remain in the building during a bomb
scare
o win the White House
the fall campaign, Kennedy We Rend&
ly in stature, and Richard Nixon shrank.,
I am- not suggesting that Mike
Dukakis — or any of the other would-
be candidates — has Kenneclyesque
grace and wit He doesn't. But after
eight years of Ronald Reagan's decep.
use video charm, it wouldn't be a bad
idea to have a president who is short on
inspiration and long on the nuts and
bolts of governing. I suspect a lot of
Amencans feel the same way. We voters
don't have to fall in lose again; we just
want a leader who will be ciompetent.
honest and realistic about the tough pro-
bk-ms that hase to be faced
Michael Dukakis ampls demonstrates
of bomb threats that has plagued the
campus for nearly four weeks_
"We are all annoyed and inconse-
riteneedy -However *two approaches can
be taken: remove and search posture or
warn and post posture. We have opted
for the warn and post posture, "
Aceto said.
The administration has taken the in-
itiative to inform students and faculty
of a bomb threat and give them the op
tion to remain in the classroom or
esacuate the potential bomb sight
Many faculty representatives were
concerned when they were told that
some of then colleagues have required
students to remain in the clasiroom
thine qualities.
What he lacks is a larger sision of the
nation's future, a larger message to
most. the Arnerkan electorate.
In some ways. Dukakis is an outsider-
Even though he comes from the depen
dably Democratic state of
Massachusetts, he represents a new
breed in his own parts, a breed that talks
and dunks /differently form Democratic
traditionalists.
Kirk O'Donnell, a former adviser to
Tip O'Neill and now the president of the
Center for National Policy, a liberal
think tank, explains: "There is a subur-
ban split in the party this year. Dukakis
Wet DUKAKIS page 111
The following groups are entitled to a
certificate for their volunteer efforts
through out the year.
"Special thanks for donating so many
hours throughout the year to help out the
campus as well as the community."
Accounting Ciub
Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Gamma Rho &
Their Little Sisters
Alpha Omicron
Alpha Phi Omega
AlphalawOmega_
Alpha/Phi _ 
Amok/ Air Society
Beta Theta PI •
Chi 
.Omega
Circle K
Commuter Student
Services
Corbett Hall D.G.B.
Delta Delta Delta
Delta Tau Delta
Delta Upsilon
Delta Zeta
Eta Kappa Nu
13:XoracIX103=a033:StXt-IX1-13=CM=XMCSIIXMCE=IXStal
Gamma Sigma Sigma
Hancock Hall D.G.a.
Interdormitory Board
International Student
Club
Kappa Sigma
_Panhellenic-Council
Navigators
Off Campus Board
P'Nuts Coop
Penobscot Hall D.G.B.
Pi Beta Phi
Phi Eta Kappa
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Mu
Preventive Medicine
Michelle Pride
Senior Skull Society
Sigma Chi
Appreciation Night April 21st 7-9 p.m.
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Demjanjuk convicted of
,irlitSziii..EM (AP) — Retired Ohio
autoworker John Demjanjuk was con-
victed Monday of Nan war crimes by an
Israeli court that said there was no
doubt he was "Ivan the Terrible," a
death -"camp guard who ran gas
chambers that killed 850,000 Jews.
The three-judge court convicted Dern-
janjuk of the four counts against him:
war crimes, crimes against the Jewish
people, crimes against humanity and
&tines against persecuted people.
Demjanjuk. 68. listened to the guilts
serdict from a cot in a cell next to the
courtroom. Sia -police officers 'had-car-
red him there feet-first after he said he
was unable to. sit down because of a
hack injury.
lie was the second person to be con-
victed of war crimes in Israel. Adolf
E hmann. architect of Adolf Hitler's
"Final Solution" for the extermination
of European Jewry. was hung iti 1962,
the only person to have been executed
ip ts-tatrs 40-year tilifory.
The Ukrainian-born Dem janjuk.' who
lised in suburban Cleseland before his
extradition to Israel in 19Sr...could face
the death penalty when he is sentenced
April 2-5 Observers hase said. it was
more likely he would recene a life prison
term.
'We determine &candy and without
hesitation that the accused John Dem
ii-611 trial before us,-Ifis an,
known as 'ban the Terrible,' the
operator of gas chambers," said per
siding Judge Dos I es ine
Defense anoints% hase said [hes
would appeal the serdict, which came
after the court spent II hours reading
ihr 45O page summation Before it was
announced. Demjanjuk•s attornes and
relatives said they expected a conviction.
"These are old-fashioned hanging
judges." said Demjanjuk's son. John
Jr. "It's a .disgrace to _the word
justice." •
"The writing is on the wall." added
Demjanjuk's son-in-law. Ed Nishnic.
"This is going to go down in history as
the most lopsided case eser conducted
anywhere in the world."
Defense attorney Yoram Michel said
he told Ikmjanjuk last week there was
"no doubt" he would be convicted.
accepted it." the lawyer .said..
-Jewish -leaders praised the verdict-.
"The trial was an affirmation of law
and civility in response tothe barbarity
of the holocaust." said Harry Wall,
director of the Israel branch of the B'nai
Ruth Anti-Defamation I eague, a major
American-Jewish organization.
Demjanjuk maintained his trinos:ence.
saying tie was a cictim of mistaken iden-
tity and not the infamous Treblinka
guard who would stand .near the gas
chambers and strike prisoners with a
metal bar or bayonet as they went to
their deaths in-1942 and 1941.
The defense had challenged as
unreliable the testimony of rise
Holocaust survivors who identified
Demjanjuk as "Ivan." 
.
Levine indicated the court gas e great
weight to the curs isors' testimony.
—These expenchces are Lleepls in-
grained on their memories, the horrors
are a deep part of them, the sights are
before their eyes and the stories are true
and accurate," 1 evine
Defense attorneys also argued that
"Is an" was killed in a prisoner revolt
.it Treblinka in August 1943. The
defense said Demianjuk spent the period
la Mak Mac MIK NM Ma MK Mac wASK VW Mat Mat MIK ramoallaalin
Open Hearings
IFor Faculty, Staff, Students
with the
Advisory Committee on
University Reorganization
Thursday, April 21
and
Friday, April 22
4:00 to 6:00 pm
137 Bennett Hall
e.
war crimes
in question in German prisoner-of-war
camps after being captured while wr-
ing in the Soviet army.
During the summation, the three
Judges rejected key defense arguments
and described•Demjanjuk's testimony as
"inconsistent. "
Judge Zvi Tal; whose parents died in
the Holocaust, described reports of
"Ivan's" death as unproven rumors. He
said Demjanjuk's claim thathe spent 18
months at a POW camp as "totally un-
supportable and implausible:"
The defense also said Demjanjuk's
alleged Nazi identity card was forged by
Soviet officials who wanted to punish
him for fighting in an anti-communist
unit formed by the Nazis at the end of
World War II.
The document, a key piece of pro-
secution evidence, was issued at
Trawniki, a training camp for death
camp guards in Nazi-occupied Poland
The document does not mention
Treblinka. but says Demjanjuk was
posted at the nearby Sobibor death
camp.
Six prosecution experts authenticated
the document., while an equal number
of defense experts said it was forged.
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Maine Day is back
and bigger than before!
April 20th is the day
The time is 8 a.m. -1 p.m.
_
P.J. Parade - 6:30 a.m.
Work Projects - 8 a.m. - 12 noon
Cook-out - 12 noon • 2 p.m.
Oozeball - 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Ray Boston Blowout 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Be There!
-
•11
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A chance to
Tomorrow is Maine Ity '88, the day when..University of Maine students and faculty willwork together to help clean up their campus and
maybe have a little fun while doing it.
It is not just a day off from classes that should be
spent in Bar Harbor or Old Orchard Beach or Freeport
, It is a day off from classes that should -4* spent on
-the-UMaine campus, and not just sleeping, or even
finisising up that paper that is due on Friday.
In the past. Maine Day has been canceled because too
many people abused the day off instead of helping out
around the campus.
Most of the service projects arc relatively simple: tak-
ing, sweeping, painting, general cleaning
. Working can be fun, as many students find out each
year on Maine Day. 
..
The key to making work fun is having the-right at-
titude, and lots of friends around helping Our who have
the same positiVe attitude.
Most work done on Maine Day isn't all that serious.
Workers can talk and joke and have fun together.
Maine Day helps bring our a sense of community
among the students who are helping to spruce up their
ensironment.
Perhaps this is its real purpose.
Maybe its true purpose isn't just to find free labor to
clean up the campus.
get involved
Maybe its goal is to get people involved in something
they can all do together.
WWFX radio station thinks Maine Day is important
enough to brtrig their remote broadcast van to broadcast
live from the campus tomorrow.
Other schools hase asked about UMaine's Maine Day
in order to plan similar events of their own.
The incentives for working around the campus on
Maine Day aren't bad, either
There's the annual barbecue in the steam plant park-
ing lot, with the oozeball games going on nearby.
This year there will ,N a teddy hear contest.
There's the Ray Boston Summertime Anytime Beach
Party that night, with lots of sand and a couple of
swimming pools.
Perhaps the greatest reward comes when walking to,
class the next day and seeing a bright, sparkling. dean-,
ed urlampus, and thinking. "I helped do this."
ft-01111g
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Nuipmmewmow• 
Here I sit, pondering all those
column ideas that hit me at all
hours of the day
Surrounded by a "stressed-out
staff, raving, screaming mad, all
those ideas seem to be insignificant.
S0000... I am inclined to right
about what is foremost on my mind
- the dedication of some of the
members of The Daily Maine Cam-
pus staff:-
These highly intelligent in-
dividuals base those names that
never appear on the Dean's List
Thcie people fail exams, and
rarely pass an homework - or
anything for that matter • on time
 tees—riot --rottfusr Them—
those who do waste their evenings
by socializing with spirits (which ,
many professors do confuse the
two), because there are two groups
of habitual --offenders of
schoolwork.
•
There are thaw WhOotoject their
.schoolwork for a -good reason.
making productive use of their
study time, learning about the
wonderful world of newspaper, and
then there are those who waste their
time, partying their evenings away.
learning about their akohol con-
sumption
Their transcripts look the same
sery deceiving to future
emplbyers.
You can't excuse yourself to
anybody but your colleagues who
can sympathize with your situation.
To Professors and parents it's all
a matter of time management and
priornies.
To this staff, It's a matter of
dedication.
Maybe some of us have out
priorities an the wrong place, and
we're making a mistake. That's
something we'll know after
graduation.
Right acrw. we take turns scream-
ing about the lastest test we failed,
or how stupid we are for working
on this paper
Sometimes an evening's pay will
be invested in a pizza and certain
alcoholic bes erases that will ensure
our MIMI)
That ought to be an uubcation of
the small paycheck we receive.
Were not in this college
newspaper business for the money,
that's for sure.
Tempest S. Farley is a freshman
soon-to-be journalism major who
did 18 million different things while
writing this column which she did
out of the kindness of her heart for
our busy editor ;Apt. Vertejeuille
The Daily
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Response
A unique spring tradition
To the editor:
Spring is a special time here
at UMaine; the snow becomes
mud, the baseball team starts its
annual trip to Omaha, and we
all start to worry about what
we'll be doing when school gets.
Maine Day is another spring
tradition, and it is uniquely
ours here at UMaine.
What Other school would
give its students the day off so
they Could 'give their can'ipus a
spring clearung? Not one What
other student body would chose
to spend a day off from school
sweeping and raking and pain-
ing? Again, not one. But that's
exactly what will happen on this
campus tomorrow as thousands
(really!) of you will get together
to clean up our university. -
President Lick has made a
commitment to us by giving us.
the day off from classes. Let's
make good on that commit-
ment. by pitching in with our
friends. If you aren't assigned
to a project yet, call 581- I I 32.
Come to the mall in front of the
library at either 7:30 a.m..or
9:30 a.m. and we'll set you up.
Afterward, the faculty will be
cooking at a barbeque (in the
steam plant lot) for everyone
who worked. The oozeball
competition will fill the after-
noon and Ray Boston will be
throwing a bash (with free
Haagen Dais) in the Fie;d
House that night.' Let's do it!!1
Oh, honk if yob want Prof,
Markowsky to •leave the Stein
Song alone.
.John Ames
Maine Day Chairman
Old Town
Keep professors informed
To the editor:
It's like, clockwork. Every
year at this time our thoughts
turn to spring, the ground turns
to mud, and-crunchtime for
students arrives in the,. form of
tests, papers and assignments
But nothing is as predictable
than the MAINE DAY
phenomenon This most an-
noying event occurs in all
absent-minded professor's
class It is the annual time when
the students have to inform
their teachers thaohere are no
classes April 20.
In one situation, a forgetful
professor scheduled a test on
Maine 
_DO.. •
In another class, a teacher is
sacrificing a review during the
Last week of classes on an exam
nine weeks of
-1 he aggravation
covering
material
continues
Sometimes I wonder whether
some of the facults have ccri
tests to see who can contort and
squeeze their syllabus the most.
In any case, is there any reason
why the OCB, the registrar's
office (the people who create
the school  -Schedule), and the ---
faculty can't get their act
straight. I'd be embarrased to
be a professor and have my
students inform me of the
school schedule. This is all for
students' sanity.
.Joe Khoury
Have a gripe? Let other people
know what's on your mind.
Send a letter to
the Daily Maine Campus.
Service projects
still available
To the editor:
As everyone knows, Wednes-
day, April 20 is Maine Day. But
some of you might be unaware
of how the service projects are
going to take place. Unlike last
year, everyone is being asked to
mat at the mall in front of Lit-
tle Hall. This is where the Ser-
vice projects will be assigned
and where the tools and equip-
ment will be distributed.
There will be two work shifts
this year. The first shift will run
from 8-10 a.m. The second
shift runs from 10-12 noon.
Everyone should be at she mall
at 7:30 and 9:30 am. to get the
equipment needed for their ser-
vice project. Some equipment
will be provided through your
complex.
Those who have not signed
up to work on a service project;
Alu
To the editor.
As an alumnus of the Univer-
sity of Maine at Orono, I am
appalled at the effort of Pro-
fessor George Markowsky to
change the words to the Maine
Stein Song.
In my years at UMO I never
had the pleasure of meeting
Professor Markowsky which
leads me to believe he is new to
UMaine.
I did have the pleasure many
times of filling my stein to dear
old Maine and singing the
powerful school song. It is in-
deed a great song and should be
It IS not too Late! Come to the
mall Wednesday morning.
There will be enough projects
for everyone. Bring a service
project proposal if you want to
work on a specific project.
(i.e.working in your dorm)
Those who show up at 7:30 for
the first shift will have a better
choice of projects to work On.
The second shift workers will
be assigned the projects that are
remaining. So come early!
Remember if you want to get
into the Ray Boston Anytime
Beach Party free, you must
work one shift to earn your
Maine Day button, which is
your ticket to:a beach _party
Wednesdly cv_ening.
Mark Gould
Beth Gordon
Co-Chairpersons
Maine Day Service Projects
Left ; intact for the ages. To
- change the words would not
only be a form of censorship,
but would impose the twisted
views of a few to the dismay the
many.
So let's "Drink to all the
happy hours, drink to the
careless days. drink to Maine
our Alma Mater, the College of
our hearts always." Yes,
"Let every loyal Maine Man
sing," and let, the unloyal
write their own song,
Clifford Colby III
Class of '84
-The fun of declaring your major
Well, it's that time of my life. I had been dreading
it. but it is finally over. No, it's not mating season,
the beginning of Spring or even something so trivial
as blackfly•and-tounst season. It is worse than class
scheduling alone, room sign-up or an April blizzard.
I'm talking about Arghhh' ) Declaring a Ma-
jor and Scheduling
For days now the definition of five o'clock
shadow has notbeen_DonJohnson but mnfletbilla
one looks for to signify that the sun is up and one
no longer has to stand freezing in the pitch dark.
Declaring LS a particulary painful affliction for those
of us who have spent two wonderful years meander-
ing around the campus as Liberal Arts Students.
(Does this mean we prefer left-wing art and
literature???) Before coming to college, I thought
declaring a major was\supposed to set your life in
order, give it meaning, a prescribed course. I did
not realize that instead of a prescribed course, it
would become an obstacle course.
For those declaring, the casual Liberal pace
quickly changes into a frenzied rush between, in•
to, out of, through, and around nearly every "im-
portant" building on campus.
Starting at my advisor's office in Aubert I trek -
ed across the mall to Stevens who returned me to
an advisor who in turn sent me back to Stevens. file
in hand, with his signature which evidently told
_ them that it was O.K. for me to be there. They
couldn't decide if they wanted me or not, so they
sent me to Lord Hall for approval. Those at Stevens
told me I would have to come back for my file after
Lord accepted/rejected me. (What happens if you
are rejected?) Upon inquiring why I had to come
Guest Column
by Elit:abeth George
back, why I couldn't take it over then and save my
shoes the trip, I was asked if I was sure I would not
lose it. After assuring them that I thought I could
handle it, they reluctantly handed it back to me. (1
neglected to tell them that I had said carried it from
Aubcrt in one piece in the first place.) They evident-
ly liked me in Lord because I am now an accepted
member of the journalism department.
From Lord Hall I was bid farewell to East Annex
to meet my new advisor. (I am mentioning only the
important stops here for-the sake of brevity, I was
shuttled back and forth even more: winding up at
Wingate and Alumni ( a.k.a. Bureaucrat Cure- A111
a couple of times) My new advisor helped me with
my scheduling then gave-me his signature and bless-
ings and sent me on my way to Stevens. After ar-
riving at Stevens. .1 was stared at blankly and ask-
ed by I was giving them my coune registration codes leather
on the white practice form with my advisor's
signature and not on the required blue form.
I carefully explained that the blue form was in
my file (which I had safely carried to Lord.) They
tittered about this for awhile then collectively an-
nounced that I would have to go to Lord anyway,
I couldn't register anywhere else. Sighing. I made
my passage back to Lord where they wanted to
know where my. blue form was....(I told them...)
Upon finding it in the depth& of their files, they pull-
ed it out, entered the codes and brought me the
resulting schedule on which all of my first choices
were listed. Feeling that I had done something
drastically wrong that I wasn't told to go elsewhere,
I looked at the nice lady and asked what I had to
do next. She smiled and said 'nothing', I was
declared and registered.
I stumbled out the door as the words sunk in.
What was I going to do with my life now? Where
should I go? What should I do? As I walked I con-
templated doing the homework I had been neglec-•
ting. I looked down at my tattered shoes which two
days ago cost $58. The odometer registered 9.367
million steps. If that was just for declaring my mn-
jor. how long is the latter of success???
Ls now an official advertising major who
wishes that someone would tell the university that
__inter -office telephones exLst so she may save on shoe
5.•
_
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*Soviet
 continued from page 1)
''As a student of foreign languages.
ram learning more English and expres-
sions that I wouldn't learn in the Soviet
Union. I'm learning about (student) in-
terests and , problems," said Anatoly
Litsincriko.
Some Soviet envoys are staying in
dormitories, others off-campus. "I like
the friendly atmosphere (of the dor-
mitory). Everyone SeCins to have a lot.
of fun," said Alexy Nesnov. a student
in foreign languages at Kharkos.
Eating their meals in campus
cafeterias. the Soviet ensoys have en-
ioyed .the variety of foods.
- "At .borne -we- each haw our -own--
recipes of our families. Here, you may
eat Irish, Italian, or French cuisine. In
Russia. we eat only Russian-cuisine."
said Marina Bolotina. a general physics,
_student at Kharkov.
Sos-iet graduate y.tutient• in political
economy, Valentine Libteve com-
mented, "Your food is gociclf so we yin.
weight."- •
- The course liructure.
-of-of -Maine_sodKbarkm Statelitiver-
. sky are very 'different. said Kiprich.
UMaine has (on the aserage) three
classes for five days.
One academic hour is 60 minutes foi Visitor Takashi. SWAIM to the chancellor for witness at of the 1. Maims computer seisms .11egartineni
3 days. he said. kt Kharkov. Om Kharkov Stale L'aiversit, sits with George Marikowdo, dime wept at the l'eiversity (lab. .
academic hour is 45 minutes for to 6
days. .
"Students don't Choose their subjects
in Russia like they do here," Kiprich
said. "There' is _one day off where we
study individually."
Education is free in the SovierUnion,
and they hase a lower student popula-
tion. Karkach said.
about 1.200 with about 200 of these
students dropping out after the summer
exam
"That's the second method to im-
prove the (student) interest,' he said.
Yuri Sapronos, a Kharkos chemistry
student was struck by UMainc classes
and the chemistry department.
"It is interesting to sec how vou have
Kharkov has a student enrollment of your classes, the students are not 'lazy
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! !! SUBMIT TO i! i! PEER !! !! PRESSURE!!
JOili The
Peer Educator
Program
--• Develop your communication, program
• • • Acquire knowledge in the areas of human rela-
tions, life skills and development
development and presentation skills
Earn &Was you apply your knowledge and
skills in providing learning opportunities for your
peers
APPLICATIONS AVAIL ABLE
Applications for fall '88 positions available in the
Students' Programming Office. Second Floor. Memorial
-Union. 4769, or at the Residential Life Office,
EstVarooke Hall. APPLICATION DEADLINE: MONDAY,
APRIL 25, NOON!!!
Attain valuable employment for next year-NOW!
Information Session: Thursday, april 21, 6:00 p.m.
WELLS LOUNGE, WELLS DINING COMMONS
A Residential Lite Program
MI • 40 • 004 a.
bones.' I found the chemistry depart-
ment very interesting. It has a. 104 of
powerful devices."
Kiprich said the both urusersities do
seem to have some teaching approaches
in common.
"Methods of teaching a foreign,
language are almost the same." he,
said '
When the Soviet envoys were asked
at a dimmer Mil
bow tbe,4eather of Mime differs from
that eff the Soviet Union, labteve
remarked, "The weather is colder, but
the'hospitality is warmer,"
Overall, the envoys seem to be very
'-
zunpressed with L.:Maine's hospitality.
/ "I didn't expect people to be this
hospitable and kind. It was very plea-
sant and the people's attitude towards
us was surprising." Bolotina said _
* Impress Future Employers *
* with a Professional *
* Looking Resume!
Have your
resume
typeset
at
* The Daily Maine Campus *
-4(
*a- in the basement
4t of Lord Hall
_  
._,
* , *
* Just Contact *
*
* Karen, Mike, or Jan :
* *
* *
:and choose what style of :
**resume you want, at a :
* teasonable cost. *
******************
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is a suburban politician, and most
Democrats have come out of a rural or
urban background. He has to deal with
that somehow and reassure the
others."
DUltakis is from Brookline, a Boston
suburb that used to be Republican. Like
other suburban Democrats who have
risen to prominence in the last 15 years.
he is culturally distant from the old-line,
bread-and-butter voters of the party.
Dukakis is from the managers' side of
town, not the neighborhoods where the
workers live, and this background is
reflected in his patterns of speech and
--;thought.
This, I think, contributes a lot to the
vague feeling of unease about Dukakis.
The Dukakis campaign knows this and
--- has run a ieUrvision advertisement that
speaks direct* to the public's am-
bivalence about him.
In the ad, Tom McIntyre, vice piesi-
dent of the Bricklayer's international
Union, says, in a rich Boston brogue,
"Dukiakis is not your shOt-and-beer
kinds guy.. You want somebody to
drink with?
"Call your buddy. You care about
your job? Vote for Mike Dukakis."
Still, one wonders if Dukakis
understands the pain and discontent of
working-class voters, both black and
white, on which Jackson has been focus-
ing so movingly and successfully this
year.
Or if he grasps why Richard Gephardt
touched a button of popular anxiety
when he attacked the foreign competi-
tion killing American jobs.
An old friend of Dukalth's froip
-Massachusetts acknowledges one
weakness: "His focus isn't big enough.
He worries more about the implemen-
tation of public programs than about
how to manage the_ overall economy and
make it grow.
"On the other hand, he gets the
general message right — the government
has to make the economy grow faster.
And his instincts are terrific. There's not
a hint in his speeches about people
lowering expectations and tightening
belts."
Though it has yet to be fully ar-
ticulated, the key underlying issue of the
1988 campaign is the conflict between
two opposing economic strategies —
"austerity" and "growth." '
Our next president will have to choose
between them. .
As president, Dukakis would reduce
the federal deficit gradually but not
(continued from page 6)
totality, because he also intends to
launch new programs for education, for
the care of the elderly and for rebuilding
the urban infrastructure; as well as other
programs that are needed to stimulate
the economy and eliminate social
inequities.
To do this, Dukakis would have to
raise taxes. The governor has been hedg-
ing on this explosive subject, as have
most of the other candidates.
What's crucial is that Dukakis doesn't
intend to raise federal revenues through
regressive consumption lases on
gasoline or retail sales that would
penalize working families and the poor.
Where would he get the money? •
Ike other candidatesbe- evades
straight answers but summits that any
tax increase in his admirultrotiota would
(see RACE page 15)
Classifieds
Earn Shundreds weeklyS in your
spare time. United _Sas** of
America Is looking for
hotneworkers to perform mail ser-
vices. Incentive programs
available. For information send
large self-addressed stamped
envelope to U.S.A. 24307 Magic
Mtn. Pkwy.. Suite 306, Valencia,
CA 91355.
EDUCATION JOBS 1- ALL
1988-Local & National', Place-
ment. Service Teachers/ Admin.
all subject areas. CONTACT: J.E.
Mack, Education Job Search, Box
223, Georgetown. MA 01833(617)
352-8473.
FOR SALE--IBM PC convertible
computer. It's a PC and more.
Use it in your home with its
inOnochrorne display, or fold it in-
to your backpack or briefcase and
take it into the field with its LCD
display Automatically adapts to
voltage in any country and has a
built-in battery which lasts for 10
hours and recharges-
plug the computer in. Comes with
640K bytes of memory, two 3
inch disk drives, LCD and
Monochrome displays, DOS 3.0.
Lotus, and Professional Write.
Asking $l,200--call 581-1267days
• and 116-3134 evening's, ash for
—Web a el .
Warm, caring, adventurous, pro-
fessional couple would like to
adopt a newborn child. If you, or
someone you knos!, is looking for
a losing home for a baby, call
Gregg & Judy (603) 463-5575 or
our lawyer David Bamford( )
868-2414 if you prefer Adoption
will be in compliance with Maine
State law.
Swan's Island, Me. 3bdr
view: hiking, swimming June-
Sept. S350/wk. No smokers (609)
4661102.
Maintenance person needed at
Chewonki Campgrounds in
Wiscasset. Must be reliable and
have some knowledge of carpen-
try, small engine repair and plum-
bing. Flexible hours. Call 548-6291
or 46$.7179. -
Orono-apt 1-bedroom. quiet,
available now. 1335 plus utilities.
-866-7649. 
Summer roommates wanted kg
house private bedroom/coin
washndry/dish washer/I vi
bath call Joann 827-8604 or
Tamara 1774 campus. Great deal.
Job opening: Part-time secretary
student legal services, 15
hrs./wk. S4.I5/hr. Must have
summer work/study funds. To
apply come to SLS, 2nd floor,
Memorial Union, 581-1789
Summer help on Martha's
Vineyard. Sales clerks and assis-
tant candy makers. Please write:
Murdick•s Fudge, 5377 Lon-
donderry SE, Grand Rapids, MI
49508.
Typing sers ice available. Will do
term papers, dissertations, theses,
letters, resumes, etc. Quality, pro-
ofed work, Pick up delivery
available. Call 943-2163
Leviasky's is hiring for summer.
Cashiers, sales, and stockpeople
needed for Portland and our new
Windham and Freeport stores.
For fast-paced, exciting work;
good hours; and a well-used dis-
count, get an application from
Career Planning and Placement,
Wingate Hall.
Summer clothes available at
Orono Thrift Shop, Birch St.
Weds. 11-4.
Senior selling all apt. furniture
couches, bureaus, tables, desks
etc.
CHEAP! Call anytime 866-7462
Looking for Summer Fun!!! A
trip down the Allagash - a Llama
trip in the Mahoosics! Write or
call Steve Keane, Box 754, Bethel,
Mc. 04217. (207) 824-2608 (after
5 p.m.) to arrange the trip of a
lifetime! 3,4, or 7 day trips arrarig
ed, also group trips, at the
cheapest prices in the East.
Roommate wanted M/F for Sept.
1 new apt. wwcrp mcrv VCR cable
HT&HW incld. Nice locale
5192/mnt h. 947-8698.
•
----One and two bedroom apartments
available in Orono. Evenings call
1166-3248 or 866-2518.
Cook and cabin help needed by
sporting camp on East Grand
Lake in Eastern Maine. Good
wages plus meals and lodging.
Ideal for student or fraternity
cook. Sec Career Planning or call
- 4411-7723.
Famed! A watch was found in
Shibles Hall on April 7. Call 2509.
flassifieds are 50' per line. They
are published on Tues. & Than.
and are due Mon. & Wed. before
noon.
Penobscot Terrace
Apartments
Now available 3 bedroom
apts. with 2 kitchens plus
study. $620 per mo.
includes heat and hot
water.
1/2
 
mile from UMaine 866-2429
COMPUTER FAIR
on
MAINE DAY
The ACM is sponsoring its 7th Annual
Computer Fair in the North and South Lown
Rooms in the Memorial Union, April 20th
from 9:00 am to 4:00 pm.
Entrance is FREE so come see what's new
in the computer world.
'4-
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When I grow up,
want to be a
volunteer writer
for The Daily
Maine Campus!
Don't you?
'Contact
Monica Wilcoxat
The Daily Maine Campus
in the basement
of Lord Hall!
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Off Campus Board Presents
off campus student
Maine Day -
—14-dby of community set-Vice in Orono and Ofd Town
Wednesday, April 20, from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Show your support for Maine Day and the off campus com-
munity by volunteering your time on the Maine Day in
Orono and Old Town to perform various service projects.
Where do we meet?
In Old Town: Bin nette Park by the river
In OrOno: the municipal lot behind Pat's
What do we do after?
FREE BBQ following the morning's events at
12:30 pm in Webster Park in Orono for participants
Bring Your Rakes And Shovels!
Community members are encouraged to join us in the
festivities
_
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Sports -
Greenweff
fly gives
Sox win
BOSTON (API — Mike 'Greenwell's
sacnfice fly in the bottom of the ninth
inning drove in Wide Boggs and gave
the Boston Red Sox a 4-3 victory over
the TeXas Rangers in a rain-delayed
_ 
game Monday.
Bow had walked and gone to third
when Jim Rice doubled off Mitch
Williams. 0-I .
The Rangers had tied the game with
two outs in the ninth inning when cat-
:her Rick Cerone's passed ball allowed
Scott Fletcher to score from third Flet-
cher had %slaked and sone to third on
a single by Steve Kemp.
Lee Smith. 1-1, pitched the final two:
innings to pick up the win Boston
starter Dennis "Oil Can" Boyd went
scs en innings. giving up three hits, strik-
ing out three and walking one before
going was to Smith.
Pete O'Brien hit two solo home runs
for Tel11%
[Bears-win,streak snapped
4.0.011•8,01111.11•11.11;••
The ILTIMIalae baseball team had its eight-game winning streak snapped Monday, losing 4-3 to Northeastern Uniser-\
UMaine won the first two game, of the series 4-3 and 3-1. (Maine lakes on Nt. Joseph's at home today at 2:30.
_ Hussein, Mota win in Boston Marathon
BOSTON (AP) — Ibrahim Hussein'
of Kenya battled past Juma lkangaa of
1 aruania in the final 100 yards and won
the Boston Marathon by one sete0
Monday. becomsna-;e first African 
champion of the world's oldest
marathon.
Overshadowed by the duel between
Hussein and Ikangaas. was the second
consecutive Boston victory in the
women's division by—Vtasa Slot* '40:
Portugal
Hussein and-lkiiffigatilin shoulder-tcP- -
shoulder from about the 22-mile point
until the closing strides of the 26-mile.
385-yard course in one of the most stir-
ring battles in the 92.year history of the
race. "With one mile to go. I looked at
him an he fooked at me," Hussein
said, "and I said, 'It's going to come
down to a 100-meter kick
With ngaa about a step in front as
they headed toward home. Hussein
burst past him on his rigtit and beat hini
to. the finish line.
Hussein's time was _2 hours, 8 ,
mmutes, T3 seconds—firs' under-7
previous personal best of 2:11:01 in win-
ning lait, kloyernber's- New York City
Marathon. ' -s-
. The dotes Previous Boston finishes
came in 1971when Bill Rodgers. edged •
Jeff Wells and in 1982 when Alberto
--Salons-defeated Dick Beardsley,- both -
by two seconds. ,
It was the fourth consecutive victory
for the 29-year-old Hussein and by far
his Ton impressive,. since he not only
had tb outright the 28-year-old lkangaa
but also a powerful international field
in his first attempt at the difficult
Boston course under rainy skies.
He ran the second-fastesr- Boston
ever, behind only the 2:07:51 of Rob de
Camelia of Australia in 1986.
Ikangaa, the world's top ranked
marathoner in 1986 and the early leader
at Boston in 19W' before faltering to
11th, was timed in 2:08;44: Ireland's
John Treacy, -1984 Olympic silver
medalist who made a late decision to
enter, was third in 2:09:15.
Mota, 1984 Olympic bronze medalist,
earned her fifth consecutive marathon
triumph and fiti0411 12 starts, finishing
in 2:24:30. She finished 64th overall in
the field of more than 6;700 runners.
The time was nearly a minute faster
than Mota's 1987 clocking of 2:25:21
and the second-fastest for a woman a
Boston, behind only the 2:22:43 by Joan
Benoit Samuelson of the United States
in 1983.
Tuija Jousimaa of Finland was the
cond woman's finisher in 2:29:26, with
Odette LaPierre of Canada third in
2:30:35.
In his previous three starts, Hussein
had won at Honolulu in 1986, New
York City last November and Honolulu
again six weeks later.
"I think this wilt convince a lot of
people." he said. "I like to make
history. I also was the first African to
win New York City. Winning New York
and now winning Boston — that's a
great accomplishment "
The victory earned Hussein and Mota
$45,000 each from the total prize rnones
of $313,500. Each also received a
Mercedes-Benz worth more than
$35,000.
Jaskulusk and Boeh get UMaine 'positions
Michael Jaskuluski,
formerly the head men's basketball
coach at Loras College in Dubuque,
Iowa, has been named as an assistant
basketball coach at the University or;
Maine. Jaskuluski will assist the Black
Bears' new head coach Rudy Keeling in
areas including recruiting, practices and
administration. The announcement was
made Friday (Apr. IS) by UMaine
Athletic Director Dr. Kevin White. The
appointment was effective as of April
IS.
laskuhki has been the head coach at
Loris College sice 1984, and ac-
cumulated a career record of 62-48. In
each of the last three sea-sons, he took
his team to the final four of the National
Catholic Basketball Tournament. His
teams have consistently placed among
the leaders in scoring defense in the
various conferences Loris has been in.
Prior to accepting the head position at
Lona in 1984, Jaskulski was the assis-
tant coach and defensive coordinator at
that school for two seasons. In 1982-83,
Loris was a NAIA National Quarter-
finalist with a 29-6 overall record.
Prior to arriving at Loris, he was the
assistant men's basketball coach at his
alma mater, S. Norbert College (Divi-
sion III) in Depere, Wisconsin.
Thomas C. Boeh, former-
ly the Manager of Corporate Com-
munications at Rasmussen Communica-
tions Management in Champaigne, II-
linois.was named the Associate Athletic
Director for External Affairs on Thurs-
day (April 14) by University of Maine
Athletic Director, Dr. Kevin White.
Boch will begin in his new poaiposilie..
Maine on May I. 
  —
In his role as Associate Director for
External Relations, Boeh has respon-
sibility for the planning and implemen-
tation of all marketing and promotional
activities. He will also deal with all ex-
ternal areas of the Athletic Department
including scheduling and public
relations.
Rasmussen C'ommunicatuons pro-
duces and markets networks for Big Ten
television, the Chicago White Sox radio
broadcasts and several other major col-
lege sports networks. Boeh's respon-
sibilities included coordination of all
network communications, grid direction
of the firm's marketing plan including'
advertising, promoting and merchandis-
ing. Prior to accepting his position at
..RMC. he was very successful as the
- Director of Women's Sports Informa-
tion and Promotions at the University
of Illinois from 1985 through 1987.
He previously worked at his alma
mater, Loras College, where he was in-
volved in a number of pursuits. He was
the Director of Sports Information,
Athletic Marketing and Promotions
from 1982 until 1985. He also served as
the head cross country coach and assis-
tant track and field coach over that same
time period. In 1985, 'Hoch was the
associate tournament director for the
32-team National Catholic Basketball
Tourrunent that has its finals televised
nationally.
•
. - .
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Larry and Magic,
Magic and Larry
As the National Basketball Associa-
tion regular season mercifully ap-
proaches its csinclusiviti the battles for
the final playoff positions are getting
intense.
could
But the fact remains, it will all be a
mere undercard fight for the
heavyweight championship of the world
between the Boston Celtics and the
World Champion Los Angeles Lakers.
But what about . Detroit, Atlanta.
Dave Greely
Yeah, but the Lakers are hurting and
the Celtics have dropped two straight
Think about it. Is there anybody out
there that would put more than a buck
On anybody besides the ,two best? I
didn't think so. Letts put itanotha _way.
When it comes down to winning, just
plain old winning, who would you put
your last $100 on, Larry Bird, Isiah
Thomas or Dominique Wilkins? How
Dallas, Denver, Portland and Houston? about Magic Johnson, Mark Aguirre,
.4nd with Afteheat Jordan. the Bulls—Ttafayette Lever, Akeem Olajuss on or
Clyde Drexler?
You see, when spring rolls around,
make
Nope,
some
SOfTy .
PtOlSir
An education for those who can't look the other way.
too '1"
Ifyou gam %amiss:coon
from reaching oat and -
helping others. Nordteamt
ern Conw Ma ay a special
Mace for you Al Boston
Houvr Coarge of Human
Deveiropment Profession..
you can Warn to mum
others realize their full
potential
Morit of our program% an-
offered on a part tune and
full-tune hams and combine
assurooni these; with
practical. hands
expenence
Call (617)437 270h or write
to us at 106 Docimer Halt
`so .nhea•tern (niversity
Huston. MA 02116
Master of Edoralkia
Programa
• ounseling
• oroultuitt Teacher of
Reading
• Curnculum and
Instruction
• Educational Hi-sear( h
• Human I *sett patent
• Rehabt Inane in
Adoun r•tration 
.d• Special Fo. &thin
blaster of Selene*
Programa
• .nirt•elutg Psychokso
• Exercise Science..
AthleticThuning
lisinurchLanic
Cluucal Exert-me Physiology
- Physical Education
• Recreation. Sport &
Ftrie-sii Management
• Rehabilitation Courewlinm
• Speech Language
hithologi Audioloto
Soadegree Certlfleatios
Programa*
•1 ourtsrling
• Ek-mentary • Secondao
School Teacher Preparatis
'Special Education
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most spectacular jams
probably kick
41-year
down the court
always the
. Since t two entered the league in
109-AO: Magic has taken home four
chaM"plonchips,  Skial-fhltit—.Magkhati_____ 1
_been named playoff MVP three times,
'Bird twice. One of the two has par-
ticipated in the NBA Finals every war.
They have battled each other in the last
two championships and in three of the
last four. When the playoffs roll
around, they have no peers. They are
winner's.
Magic's groin injury? Forget about it.
Bird's various bumps and bruises? He
doesn't even feel them.
But look at L.A. They're a paltry 6-4.
--4ri their last 10 games. They've lost jive
in a row on the rood. Denver is the hot-
test (earn in the league, winning nine of
their last ten, and the .Vuggets won their
season sena: with both L.A. and
Boston,. - 
. • •
Yes A. knee,. But remember, were i•—•
talking about the playoffs here, not the
last couple of weeks in a tiring. 
_
ingless 82-game regular season.
When Bird and Johnson heat the
word "playoffs," everything previone
goes out the window. Larry will not
allow Boston to lose. Take a look at the
last five seconds of Game Five of last
season's playoff series with Detroit.
Magic will not let Los Angeles go down.
Set the last five seconds of Game Four
of last year's championship-series.
We're not discussing mortals.
Playoff time?
Magic and Larry. Larry and Magic._
End of discussion.
Bank on. it.
there are two players in the NB A Larry
and Magic. Magic and Larry Jordan
may win the Most Valuable Player
award. Dominique may provide
and 0 won
Abdul— _
hind up and
t in the end, it's
FREE!!
Pre-Maine Day
-BASH!
with
Rick Pinette
April 19th
Lengyel Gym
9:30 pm-lam
Brought to UM Students
free by !DB!!!
•
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ePaul's Strickland enters NBA draft
• • - Tunior guard
• Rod Strickland on Monday announced
'‘ that he is making himself astilabk for
the upcoming NBA draft and passmg up
a final year of eligibility at DePaul.
"I think I'm ready_ to  plas_ in ih
NBA," said the 6-foot-3 Strickland.
"I think it's like any other student in
college," he added "If (hes *ere of-
lered S100,000, 5200,000, 5300,000 (a
sear). I think they would take it too."
The only other inderclassman to an-
nounce his eligibility for the June 28
draft is 7-foot center Tito Horford, a
native of-the Dominican Republic who
two years ago set off a collegiate
recruiting war before settling in St the
University pf Miami Florida..
Strickland, 21. is considered by most
pro scouts to be a first round nick Rut
*Dukakis
a ntber of team officials have tiptoes-
-c'71iscerns about his maturity, especial-
Is since he had a handful of run-ins with
DePaul officials this past season.
Strickland doesn't see a problem.
"The biggest thingwas.._'Did I think.
I was ready?" he said. "I have a lot of
confidence in myself that I can make
it
Strickland declined to say what part
academics played in his decision, but
said he had discussed the matter with
Coach Joey Meyer.
Meyer would not say at the news con-
-fererice whether he personally supported
Strickland' decision, but noted there
was a thin corps of graduating point
guards.
"1 think, he's making it for all the
right reasons," Meyer said of
• 5._
Strickland's decision.
, "I told him that if he could really
knuckle down and get it done in the
classroom that he should come back for
another year. Anybody ,in their right
'mind would-have -told—him • hat , "
Meyer said.
-It's amistake for any kid to come
out earls," said Marty Blake, whose
scouting service is affiliated with the Na-
tional Basketball Association.
"These people aren't ready The
seniors aren't ready," he added.
"People don't realize haw good .ttic
NBA IS." --
Strickland closed out the season with
two of his better performances the
NCAA tournament, scoring 19 points
and adding 13 assists against Wichita
State, then 19 points and eight assists in
a losing effort against Kansas State.
But he began the season on a sour
note, being ruled academicalls ineligible
for the fall term
And his personal difficulties went on
.from there — including a much publiciz-
ed New Year's altercation with a much
publicized New Year's altercation with
a dormitory assistant, and several late-
season benching s as a result of missed
ptactice_s_and_other disciplinary
problems.
-
Even so, Strickland led the Blue
Demons to a 22-8 record by averaging
20 points and nearly eight assists per
game, — in addition to 75 steals.
be based on 'Ihe abilits to pay. This
of Sugleithlit -*hat -
.Jackson says flat Out: Democrats must
restore the progressive income-tas rates
gutted chiral* the Regan years and make
upper-income families pay their fair
hare
Actually, the. 111011 . Convincing
evidence of Dukakis's" commitment .to
economic tustice is his own record as
go. crnor .
Dukakis raised the minimum way.
proposed the nation's first mandatory
health-insurance coverage for all
workers, pumped money into education
and developed reforms for getting
welfare dependents into productive sobs.
People don't usually think of
Massachusetts as a farm state, but
Dukakis put a lot of energy -into suc-
cessfully revising his state's agricultural
sector So when he says he would do the
same things as president. there is reason
to tseliese him.
On the other hand. the
"Massachusetts miracle" he blusters
about is an inflated claim The Boston
area has flourished with high-tech
icselopment less because of Dukakis
and more because of -Reagan's huge
-defense budget. 'and the academic
magnets .of Harvard and MIT.-
, What Dukakis did accomplish.
itowevea. was to make certain that the
surging growth and new Jobs in his state
_ were spread around so that old mill
"towns with high- unemployment
benefited, tOo. That was smart plann-
ing and showed a strong sense of social
justice.
• lf Dukakis has an Achilles' heel, it
May be his innate cautiousness. This is
:-a--pivotal moment for the American
economs that calls for bold departures
from the status quo.
As president. Dukakis might discover
that esents are moving too fast for
moderation. His cautious approach
might be overwhelmed.
Nowhere is I)ukakis's cautiousness
more es ident than in the crucial area of
defense spending. He says what one e‘
pects to hear from a Ikmocrat about
holding down the defense budget and
dumping unneccessars weapons
systernS.
He is eloquent on the subject of
nuclear arms. But when he turns
Help Wanted
The Bounty Tavern. is accepting applications for part-time door persons
arid cocktail waitresses Start pay 113.85Air. plus tips. Must be personable
and be ebb to work weisker,ds Please apply t n person eves 8 30 10 p m
txma--rmiatsiza--33m-raorttoraziatnxtixtoraortrt
Unlversity-of Maine-
Athletic Store
Maine D , Sale
April 20, 1988; 11:00-4:00
in front of the Memorial Gym
Old Uniforms-Sweatshirts-Shoes
Dicontinued Sweatshirts-T-Shirts
AND MORE! 
aimmd, trying to ingratiate himself with
the -hawks by suggesting that NATO's
conventional arms may. have to be built
up to defend Europeif the Soviets don't
agree to mutual reduction of conven-
tional forces.
• The nest president ought not to be
- talking about sending new U.S.tanks
and artillery to Europe but about bring-
ing them home. If Dukakis is going to
sae the countrs from an engulfing
economic crisis, he is going to have to
slash the defense budget.
The-best esidence that Dukakis would
tackle the defense budget head-on, once
he is in the White House, is his pro-
gressive vision of American foreign
policy. He i' multilingual the speaks
Greek and Spanish), and he seems to
understand that the world is a lot more
complicated than the old cold-war
dogma would suggest. He belies-es in in-
ternational la* and seems personally
•
•
•
•
„es for Fall Semester 1988.
5 Typing skills helpful, but only accuracy is
•
• needed.
Apply at The Daily Maine Campus in the
•
• basement of Lord Hall.
•
•$ Application deadline: Wed. Apr. 20
(oandipped from par 11)
outraged-- by The -Reagan administra---
tion's lawlessness in Central America
and elsewhere. - --
A new foreign polieysould.leadlo a
new defense policy and a smaller
budget :for weapons. Dukakis is fre-
quently crtiticized for his lack of ex-
perience in foreign affairs, ---but—my
hunch is that this might be one of his
strengths. -
President Dukakis? Not unless he
responds smartly to the lessons Jesse
Jackson is teaching the Democratic
part y.
Jackson has concrete ideas, based On
human Values, for rescuing the country.
Dukakis better start listening to these
ideas now — and coming up with a few
ideas of his own — instead of hiding
behind his caution.
If Dukakis can muster a strong
response, he could still make it
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
TONIGHT'S
HOMEWORK IS TAKING
THAT HILL
If you re i0Okin4 In t.xcitt•ment and adven-
ture. youll find LI when you er.roll in Army
ROTC Its not your ordmary college eietilve
ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
Call Major Porter at 581-1126 for information
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Seniors!
Time is runn gout! Purchase your Senior Week
• an.k. 1ets today.
Senior Week
 
 _ ApriL47th 22nd
"Fill the Steins, óLebrate in 88"
Tuesday-April  19th
LUNCH By THE BEAR! Join us -by the1 Black Bear for an outside lunch. Ham-
'
burgers andbotdogs will_be available for
a quarter. All you want! Drop by anytime
from 11-2!
1
• Wednesday-April 20th
1 MAINE DAY We encourage everyone to par-
ticipate in Maine Day but be ready for
PICTURE NIGHT AT THE DEN! Come to the
it Den from 8-1 and get your picture takenwith "Harry" out lovable UMaine cop andi Bananas the Bear. Pictures will be $1.00.
I Thursday-April 21stPUB CRAWL This annual UMaine tradition
ii continues and promises to be the best one
p yet. We'll be starting at 5:30 p.m. Buses wilk
- 
I
be available and we strongly suggest that
.eVeryone use them. DON'T DRINK AND
DRIVE! The buses will go to Yianni's where
the festivities begin and then on to Pat's.
1 Margarita's (El Cheepos), and finally theworld famous "Oronoka". Wear your
I UMaine sweatshirt or t-shirt and get $1.00off.
Friday-April 22nd 
10R-FORMAt-The-Ramada Inn wilt be
the host of this ar's formal. Poolside
cocktails will begin at 00 and a three
 en7_,
tree dinner will begin atS:00."Complimen-
tary Wine at every table. ThEnt-Ospec-to—r—s"
will be playing all night. All for $112.00 per
person. If yoU're interested in overnight ac-
comodations, contact the Ramada. Thy
are running a special that night!
$42.00/2bed double room. We will be runn-
ing free buses. The buses will start picking
up at 5:30. They will pick up at Stillwater
Village, Maine Center for the Arts and Park
Place. PLEASE TAKE THE BUSES! They
will be returning at 12:30 and at 1:00 a.m.
YOU MUST BUY YOUR TICKET BY THURS-
DAY APRIL 22nd!!
Saturday-April 23rd
BUMSTOCK! Don't miss out!
Friday-May 6th
SENIOR CELEBRATION! Celebrate the end
of your college career at this annual
UMaine event! This year it will be held at
the JV Baseball field. Beer will go from
1-5:30 and FREE FOOD will be available all
day (1-7). The "Cereal Killers", the "Make"
and the "Boyz" will be playing for 6 hours
_o_f_great _music! Allior only $5,00. T-shirts
available for $1.00.
All tickets and graduation antiouncements are available at the
Senior Council Booth in the Union or in the Student Government
Office. 10-3 every day. -
BUY YOUR TICKETS TODAY!
Formal Tickets $12.00 per person, last day Thursday
BASH Tickets $5.00 or $7.00 at the door
BASH T-shirts $10.00 or $12.00 day of BASH
_ 
ANNOUNgEMENTS $4.00/10(1 or $.35 each
•
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